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Abstract
Software maintenance is considered to be among the most difficult, lengthy and costly
parts of a software application’s life-cycle. Regardless of the nature of the software ap-
plication and the software engineering efforts to reduce component coupling to minimum,
dependencies between software components in applications will always exist and initiate
software maintenance operations as they tend to threaten the “health” of the software
system during the evolution of particular components. The situation is more serious with
modern technologies and development paradigms, such as Service Oriented Architecture
Systems and Cloud Computing that introduce larger software systems that consist of a
substantial number of components which demonstrate numerous types of dependencies
with each other. This work proposes a reference architecture and a corresponding software
framework that can be used to model the dependencies between components in software
systems and can support the verification of a set of policies that are derived from system
dependencies and are relative to the software maintenance operations being applied. De-
pendency modelling is performed using configuration information from the system, as well
as information harvested from component interface descriptions. The proposed approach
has been applied to a medium scale SOA system, namely the SCA Travel Sample from
Apache Software Foundation, and has been evaluated for performance in a configuration
specification related to a simulated SOA system consisting to up to a thousand web services
offered in a few hundred components.
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Modern software systems’ complexity ever increases due to the growing demands of soft-
ware customers and the advances in software engineering tools, computer hardware and
networks. Additionally, most contemporary software systems are distributed in nature,
something that is intensified more with the paradigm of Cloud Computing and modern
distributed and network-based software platforms. In this context, it is hard to identify
dependencies between the different components of a large software system; hence making
software maintenance an even harder issue than it already is.
From all the stages of the life-cycle of the whole software system development, the stage
of software maintenance is the lengthiest and the most costly of them all, as seen in the
pie chart of figure 1.1 from [57]. That is the main reason why it has received significant
attention from the scientific and industrial community. Efforts toward improvements of
software maintenance can reduce software costs and increase the reliability of software
systems. The stage of software maintenance is the target of the present work.
Software maintenance can be divided into the four following categories, according to
[40].
Corrective: Finding errors in software code and performing the necessary actions to fix
them.
Perfective: Incorporating new features in the software system, based on increased/changed
user needs and enhancing the abilities of the software product.
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Figure 1.1: Cost percentage of different stages of the software development life-cycle [57]
Adaptive: Changing the software system as to be able to perform in environments dif-
ferent than what was originally intended (i.e. porting it to a different platform).
Preventive: Enhancing the quality of the software trying to reduce the maintenance effort
needed in the future.
Because of the importance of software maintenance to the cost and efforts needed for
software development, this thesis focuses on that phase of the software development life-
cycle.
1.2 Problem Description
It is evident that software system evolution is the main consequence of software main-
tenance. Usually, during such maintenance operations there is the need to change only
one part of the software system. Hence, a number of problems might arise due to the
dependencies that exist between the system that does not change and its portion that will
be different after a maintenance operation. In this respect, the present work focuses on
2
dependency modelling and analysis during software maintenance of large software systems,
by applying the proposed methodologies to service oriented software systems, such as SCA
specified systems.
Large service oriented software systems are complex applications that require the use of
diverse and distributed components. Examples of such systems are banking applications,
procurement systems, payroll systems and customer resource management systems. Typ-
ical maintenance scenarios in these systems include the replacement of a component with
a new component, the upgrade of a component to a newer version, or the deprecation of a
component altogether. Such maintenance operations in large applications require signifi-
cant planning, as the potential for undesired side effects affecting other components could
be really high. To date, the software engineering community is attempting to address this
problem in two major directions.
The first direction relates to static and dynamic analysis of a software system for
identifying a number of different types of dependencies between components and predicting
to a certain extend, ripple effects that may occur when a component in a system will be
altered. The second direction relates to just-in-time analysis that is performed as changes
are applied by the use of installers which apply scripts that perform a series of tests
with respect preconditions and resources that need be in place for the installation or the
upgrade to be completed successfully. However, these approaches require either component
dependency models to be compiled or they focus only on the component being installed or
upgraded and fall short on taking a global view of how other components of the system
are affected by this installation or upgrade.
The approach of the current thesis is to first model dependencies between software
entities in a general manner and then present a framework where the proposed models
will be used for checking the validity of software maintenance scenarios. Based on the
discussion so far, the questions this thesis tries to address are presented in the following
list:
1. Can the dependencies of any software system be modelled in a general manner,
facilitating software checks during the maintenance phase?
2. Is it possible for a framework to be able to focus on specific types of dependencies,
based on the context of the needed checks for a specific maintenance scenario?
3. Can all the above be incorporated into a single framework that will be able to model
dependencies between software artifacts and check their violation during the software
maintenance phase?
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4. Can this framework and those dependency models be extensible enough to accom-
modate domain-specific characteristics of the dependencies and use them in the ver-
ification policy?
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The contribution points of this thesis are as follows:
First, proposes a Dependency Multi-Graph Meta-Model for representing parallel depen-
dencies between software artifacts, which is agnostic to the specific domain of the software
system being modelled. Furthermore, it attempts to provide the necessary means to facil-
itate extensions in cases where this is needed to incorporate domain-specific information.
Second, proposes a Dependency Tree Meta-Model which can be derived from the afore-
mentioned Multi-Graph and it provides focus to dependencies that are important to be
checked in a specific context (e.g. when checking for interface compatibility).
Third, it proposes a process and a corresponding algorithm that facilitates the genera-
tion of the Dependency Tree from the Dependency Multi-Graph, given the correct context.
Fourth, it provides a framework that uses the aforementioned Meta-Models in order to
facilitate the dependency checking during the software maintenance phase.
Fifth, it evaluates the applicability of the proposed framework to a case study, where the
proposed framework is used for dependency analysis in Service Component Architecture
(SCA) systems.
Sixth, it comments on the performance of the proposed framework in a use-case study
comprising of a significant number components and services.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The present chapter, 1, introduces the thesis by explaining the motivation behind it, de-
scribing the problem that it targets and stating the contributions this thesis aims to offer.
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The next chapter, chapter 2, provides an overview of related work in the areas of
software maintenance, software modelling and impact/dependency analysis. This overview
targets methodologies and results that inspired/assisted this work, as well as tools leveraged
for the completion of the current thesis.
Chapter 3 provides the reader an insight of the structure and function of the proposed
framework. That chapter describes the functionality of every major component of the
proposed framework, its inner structure, as well as the interfaces with which the different
components of the framework can work together. It is safe to state that chapter 3 will give
the reader the adequate information to understand the overall process of the framework’s
function and the details of the structure of the individual units that it is composed of.
Chapter 4 describes the data models that are leveraged to model dependencies between
software artifacts in the proposed framework. In that chapter, both the Dependency Multi-
Graph and the Dependency Tree are presented and explained in details. Furthermore, the
exact algorithm of the generation of a Dependency Tree from the Multi-Graph is presented
and explained through examples.
Next chapter, 5 depicts how the framework leverages the aforementioned dependency
models to perform dependency analysis in software systems. The algorithm of how a Goal
Tree is analyzed and decomposed into atomic predicates to be verified or not is presented
along with an example of Goal Tree verification.
Chapter 6 provides the architecture of a prototype implementation of the framework
described in this thesis. It also provides case studies of how the prototype software can be
used in analyzing dependencies of real-word service component architecture (SCA) software
systems.
Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis explaining how the thesis contribution is achieved and
giving further ideas/guidance for future work from other researchers. Last chapter gives




In the related research technical literature we can identify a number of related work areas.
This chapter briefly discusses a number of related work in the general area of software engi-
neering that inspired or assisted the present thesis to be completed. Related pieces of work
that will be discussed span into the areas of software modelling, software maintenance,
model driven engineering and impact analysis. This chapter will present not only method-
ologies in those areas, but also tools that can be leveraged by researchers or practitioners
in software engineering.
2.1 Modelling Frameworks
2.1.1 Modelling Software Systems with EMF
In the area of modelling frameworks, Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF), [11], is the
“one-stop shop” for researchers and practitioners who require a reliable and feature-rich
tool for software modelling and manipulation of the software models. The term “manipula-
tion” in this case involves generating the appropriate code to support the software model,
store the model in XMI, [23], or relational databases and transform models using lan-
guages like the Atlas Transformation Language, [35]. EMF relies on OMG’s Meta Object
Facility (MOF) Meta-Modelling language, [48] which was introduced to model the Unified
Modelling Language (UML), [49].
UML is a diagram-based modelling language to model object-oriented software systems,
or systems in general. With UML, stakeholders can describe the structural and behavioural
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specification of a system. Well-known and very common diagrams for the first case are class
diagrams and component diagrams. Class diagrams are very common in modelling object-
oriented systems. Class diagrams offer the means to model object-oriented concepts such
as classes of objects, inheritance between classes, references of classes from other classes
and member encapsulation. Component diagrams offer a more abstract view of the system
that is designed, by showing different components and the interactions among them, via
provided and required interfaces. In such a context, components can be implemented via a
number of classes or even a number of other components, thus forming a composite com-
ponent. For modelling the behaviour of a system, UML offers different types of diagrams,
most common among them are sequence diagrams and state diagrams. Sequence diagrams
show the lifetime of an object in the system and its interactions with other objects, during
their lifetimes. Interactions in this context, refer to messages (e.g. method invocations)
either synchronous or asynchronous. State diagrams show the state of each objects in the
system and the transition to other states, based on inputs received from other objects
and/or the environment.
MOF is a meta-model trying to define UML itself. It offers all the possible means
to model concepts such as class of objects (NamedElements), methods and operations of
classes of objects (StructuralFeature) etc. MOF comes in two variants, the Essential MOF
(EMOF) and the Complete MOF (CMOF). EMOF is regarded as a subset of MOF that
has the ability to relieve stakeholders from complex modelling concepts when designing
simple meta-models to be developed via code. Concepts of EMOF are closely related to
concepts of Object-Oriented modelling. On the other hand, CMOF is the full featured
MOF meta-model that allows for complex development of meta-models for languages and
new paradigms. EMF utilizes its own meta-model, Ecore for modelling object-oriented
software related concepts. Ecore derives from EMOF and models lower-level concepts than
CMOF, in order for code generation to be more straightforward and manageable. Apart
from code generation, EMF offers a way to store model instances in XMI or databases
and a Java API in order to allow the programmatic handling of the models (initialization,
manipulation etc.). EMF and Ecore were leveraged by this thesis for generating code for
UML models and model manipulation through the Java API of EMF.
2.1.2 SOA systems and SCA
Service Oriented Architecture, [29, 43], or SOA for short, is a new software paradigm
that facilitates the composition of large software systems from software services that can
be interfaced dynamically, thus reducing the coupling that some object-oriented systems
demonstrate. The essence of Service Oriented Architecture is the existence of a Service
7
Figure 2.1: Example of a SCDL graphic diagram
Registry where Service Providers can publish their offered services and Service Consumers
can find and utilize the published services. This relieves the developers for having to
maintain references to objects as in the previous object-oriented model.
Service Component Architecture, [42, 16], is a software specification of a platform that
implements the SOA software development paradigm. It facilitates the interfacing and
wiring of services by providing an innovative configuration mechanism and its supporting
language, Service Component Description Language (SCDL for short).
The SCA specification consists of two pillars, the Assembly Model [47] and the Policy
Framework [46], along with extensions to these pillars, especially the former. Assembly
model is used to define the structural composition of an SCA system and its offered and
consumed services. The major artifact in the assembly model is the Component. Compo-
nents are usually a piece of independent business functionality that the system offers. It
is the smallest piece of SCDL modelling that can have its own implementation (through a
Java class or an html page with javascript code etc.). It offers services that other compo-
nents or clients can consume and can have references to other services that it consumes.
Usually, the services of a component’s implementation conforms to a specific interface,
modelled by either a Java interface or a Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) file.
This interface defines the parameters and return type of the services that the component
offers.
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Components are bundled into Composites. Composites are artifacts that facilitate the
comprehension of the system’s deployment, as it is usual for a composite to bundle compo-
nents that will be deployed on the same server/computer. Nevertheless, composites exist
to group components that offer common business functionality and/or use similar com-
puter resources (files, databases etc.). Composites can offer services that are forwarded to
services offered by inner components, called “promoted” services, although this is optional.
SCDL models can be also illustrated using Composite Diagrams, that offer a diagrammatic
demonstration of SCDL xml files (although, more limited).
Figure 2.1 shows such a Composite Diagram. A composite named C with three compo-
nents, namely A, B and D is illustrated. Component A offers one service that is promoted
to be offered by the composite, as well. It also has two references, ref1 and ref2. The
first reference refers to a service offered by component B and the latter references a service
offered by component D. Graphic representation of SCDL files usually is not very illustra-
tive in terms of bindings and wires between services. In figure 2.2 an xml SCDL file is
illustrated. It models a composite named “composite” that has only one component named
“component”. The component is implemented via the Java class “componentImpl” that
can be found in the package “pack”. The component offers one service named “service”
and has a reference to a service called “reference”. The binding.ws tag depicts that the
referenced SCA service can be reached in the mentioned uri and the suffix “ws” shows
that it should be called as a web service (through HTTP using SOAP). Generally, SCA
specification supports a number of ways for remote method invocation and specific imple-
mentations of it offer an even wider range of binding types (such as json-rpc). The callback
tag defines the callback interface to be used in asynchronous calls. The callback interface
can be reached at the specified uri of the following “binding.ws” tag and can be called as
a web service.
Another important pillar of the SCA specification is the Policy Framework. It allows
stakeholders to model certain policies that should be applied to the binding of services with
each other. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a service binding that requires a security policy
to be applied when other services or clients invoke the service named “service”. “Security”
is an intent that the underlying SCA runtime platform which performs the service wiring
should implement. Intents are the names of policies that a binding or wire between services
can require. PolicySets are a collection of intents that a binding or wire offers. SCA Policy
Framework contains a number of already defined intents and implementations of the SCA
specification provide the appropriate policySets that conform to them. Additionally, the























Figure 2.3: SCDL xml file policy example
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2.1.3 Systems Modelling and Modelling Management
Apart from the tools and paradigms, in the area of systems modelling a number of related
works can be identified. In [13] a framework for specifying functional and non-functional
requirements as a collection of soft goals is presented. The framework allows for the logical
decomposition of complex requirements into simpler ones and ultimately allows for the
association of requirements with design decisions. In [71] a framework to trace aspects
identified during goal-oriented requirements analysis is presented. The framework allows
for the validation of the resulting system in light of shareholders’ cross-cutting concerns
and whether the weaved system with aspects indeed improves system qualities measured
by the degree of goal satisfaction.
In the area of model management, in [55] a formal multi-modeling framework that allows
specialized model relationship types to be defined between software models that constitutes
a new type of model called a macro-model is presented. Macro-models can be used to
support Model Driven Engineering and model management and maintenance activities. In
[53], an approach that allows for consistency checking of distributed models is discussed.
(i.e., models developed by distributed teams). The approach is based on the construction
of a merged model before checking for model consistency between models and based on
consistency predefined relations. In [8] meta-data management is addressed using model
management techniques where schemas and interface definitions are treated as first class
objects with basic management operations. A catalogue of various model synchronization
schemes has been presented in [1] where model transformations are classified according to
their external behaviour characteristics.
Generating code from models is a contemporary phenomenon in software engineering.
Legacy code with little or no specification/design documentation can be undergone reverse
engineering approaches that will allow the extraction of architectural elements. An exam-
ple of a tool that allows for the visualization of architectural diagrams extracted through
analysis of the build process, is the “Landscape Editor”, LSEdit, [60]. Using a fact ex-
tractor reverse engineering tool like LDX, [67], it is possible to extract information for the
dependencies between artifacts of an application, in different levels of abstractions (de-
pendencies of functions from variables, of source code from specific libraries etc.). Those
dependencies can be visualized in the window of LSEdit and undergo a number of layout
transformations. Interestingly, there are promising results in using such fact extraction
and visualization tools for identifying code clones, [15].
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2.2 Software Maintenance
Software maintenance is a large sub-area under the umbrella of Software Engineering.
A plethora of diverse technologies have been studied by researchers in their attempt to
improve software maintenance, as it is one of the most important aspects of software de-
velopment. From Formal Concept Analysis and Model Synchronization, through software
monitoring, impact and dependency analysis, this section discusses a relevant to this the-
sis and important part of the wealth of knowledge produced by software scientists and
researchers in this area.
2.2.1 Impact and Dependency Analysis
From the beginning of software, dependency analysis was used for improving the perfor-
mance of software, especially in compilers. Dependence graphs or dependence trees were
and remain important models that heavily contribute to low-level dependency analysis and
to compiler optimization, [36]. In general, dependence graphs were introduced to model
dependencies between software components. In the context of compilers they allowed mod-
elling dependencies between statements of software code. Generally, dependence graphs
in the area of compiler optimization is used to pinpoint flow dependencies between read
and write statements. The analysis can categorize the dependencies into flow dependency,
anti-dependency and output dependence, [27] and dependence graphs can visualize these
types of dependencies. This analysis allows for rearranging the statements in order to
produce execution flows that could be parallelized in multi-piped hardware architectures
[27], or parallelized in different threads of programs.
Generally, dependence graphs that model low-level software behaviour can be divided
into control flow graphs and data flow graphs. In [17] the “Program Dependence Graph”
(PDG) is presented, allowing the modelling of both control dependencies and data depen-
dencies. Program Dependence Graph is a more abstract than an the abstract syntax tree
and can be used for vectorization and parallelization of the code. Program Dependence
Graphs model sequential programs, the nodes containing a set of statements of code and
the edges modelling control or data dependencies between nodes. Later, in [56], the Par-
allel Program Dependence Graph was introduced to allow for the modelling of programs
that were parallel and enhanced the PDG model with edges that either modelled parallel
execution, or posed constraints in the sequential execution of code.
As software engineering progresses, the complexity and the size of the code increases.
Contemporary systems consist of large numbers of inner parts, mostly components that
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may or may not be accompanied by their implementation source code. This is the reason
why the capability to model software systems in higher level and more abstract ways is
needed. In compatibility testing, [70] proposes the “RATCHET” approach, where the de-
pendencies between different components are modelled in a Component Dependency Graph
(CDG) with AND and XOR nodes. According to the “RATCHET” approach, software
developers/designers create the Component Dependency Graph for the system they want
to test and identify a component C (node in CDG) they want to be tested for compatibility
with other nodes. Subsequently, “RATCHET” identifies all components directly depen-
dent to C and generates the tests for compatibility checking of all the versions of C to all
the versions of other components directly dependent to it. In [69], “RATCHET” approach
is taken one step further, by allowing stakeholders to decorate the Component Dependency
Graph with priorities between configuration management instances (versions of each com-
ponent) to be checked. The upgraded “RATCHET” system performs assortment of the
test plans to be checked, based on the given preferences.
2.2.2 Model Driven Engineering for Software Maintenance
While software systems’ size continues to grow, Model Driven Engineering was introduced
to allow for easier development of software, based on modelling techniques that might
involve, for example, the aforementioned Unified Modelling Language. As models and
modelling languages started receiving attention from researchers, practitioners and software
stakeholders, the need of impact analysis on changes in models was apparent.
The first step in impact analysis is to be able to extract the dependencies in a model,
either local or dependencies that span across multiple models that describe a software
system. In model synchronization area, [30] changes due to maintenance in a software
system is viewed as synchronization problem between different models. The models can
be in the same or different levels of abstraction. The approach involves encoding the mod-
els via a graph, EMOF meta-model called Graph Metamodel for Synchronization (GMS)
and providing a transformation algorithm between models M1 and M2 that are encoded
using GMS. The transformation algorithm provides the proper synchronization between
M1 and M2. In [31] and [33], formal concept analysis (FCA, [18]) is leveraged to iden-
tify dependencies between models of different abstraction levels. Along with the approach
in [30], it can automate the process of identifying relations between models of the same
software system in different abstraction levels, and facilitate the synchronization of the
affected portions of the models, during evolution changes in the software system.
Great role in software maintenance and impact analysis plays the identification and
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management of inconsistencies of software artifacts when they change in time. Two con-
straint based consistency management frameworks for incremental maintenance of software
artifacts are presented in [52],[24]. These frameworks rely on the existence of a well defined
set of constraints for ensuring the consistency of the interlinked models and are capable of
incremental resolution of in-consistencies for such cases.
2.2.3 Software Monitoring
Software monitoring is an important part of the maintenance phase of a software system.
It allows for polling and extracting information from the system that could lead to identi-
fication of problems or even prevention of failures, therefore increasing software reliability.
In the area of monitoring frameworks, [59] proposes a collection of monitoring systems.
These are integrated with available hardware and software mechanisms for COTS-based
systems. [9] proposes an event-based temporal object model that keeps track of selected
values within the history of a data object.
Failure detection is a significant part of software monitoring. In [25] an approach to
automatically identify failures of a software system is presented. The approach monitors
the external behaviour of the software system and allows for cross-referencing it with the
formally specified in communicating extended finite state machines (CEFSM). As a result,
deviations of the system’s external behaviour from the prescribed one (i.e. software failures)
can be identified. Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) is used in [61] to interweave pieces
of software code that measure metrics used to infer the “health” of the software system
under test. The approach defines such “health indicators”, such as the ratio of successful
system calls over the total number of system calls (indicator called “System Exceptions”).
It also discusses a number of design patterns for the aspect oriented code, in an effort to
formalize a useful design of metrics and indicators measurement code.
This approach differentiates from the aforementioned related work in two points; the
dependency models used and the runtime adaptivity during the triggering and verifica-
tion of the changes in the software system under maintenance. Approaches that deal with
dependencies between components of a software system view the “dependency” of two
components as one, unclassifiable entity. This work will try to model different types of
dependencies between software components or artifacts and possibly two components will
depend on each other via a diversity of types of relations. Based on the context of the
software maintenance phase, only a subset of all the possible types of dependencies will be
taken into account, for the verification of changes into the software system under mainte-
nance. Furthermore, the proposed approach will provide an adapting mechanism for the
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verification policies to be changed at runtime. Additionally, the framework will also guide
the monitoring of the system under maintenance based on the policies that need to be
verified at each specific point in time. As a result, the proposed approach contains two
stages of adaptive behaviour, which is not seen in other similar software systems, to the




This chapter discusses the architecture of the proposed framework, i.e. its major com-
ponents, the way those components interact with each other and the process that the
framework follows in the event of dependency checking.
3.1 Major Components
Figure 3.1 depicts the component diagram of the framework’s architecture. It shows the
major components of that architecture and the interfaces used to pass messages between
these components. The architecture implements a hybrid architectural style composed of
a mainly blackboard/repository architectural style, along with a publish/subscribe style
which gives an event-handling nature to the control flow of the framework. The main
components of this architecture are:
Blackboard: The main component of the architecture. Its purpose is to hold the current
state of the framework, update it and notify the appropriate components via the
PublishSubscribe component.
Event Handler: This component is responsible for handling the events produced from
the other components of the framework. It logs these events and forwards them to
the appropriate component, Blackboard or PublishSubscribe.
PublishSubscribe: The purpose of this component is to facilitate the subscription of

















































Figure 3.1: Component Diagram of the proposed framework’s architecture
and upon the reception of a specific event, it forwards the event to the component it
has subscribed for it.
Modeller: This component is responsible for modelling dependencies between entities of
the system under maintenance. It creates the Dependency Multi-Graph model and,
based on the context of the current maintenance scenario, generates the Dependency
Tree model to be used by the Policy Manager (see chapter 4).
Monitoring Component: This component uses a set of sensors that monitor the sys-
tem under maintenance for important information. Such information is needed for
verifying or denying the validity of a software maintenance event.
Policy Manager: This component is responsible for the verification or denial of the va-
lidity of a software maintenance event. As an example, software maintenance events
include the update, removal or addition of a Web Service in Service Oriented Archi-
tecture systems. Policy Manager leverages information gathered from the Monitoring
Component’s sensors and uses the dependency models produces from the Modeller
component, in order to perform the validation check.
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Next section discusses the aforementioned components in details and describes how
these components communicate with each other.
3.2 Description of Components and Interfaces
3.2.1 Blackboard
This is the major component of the framework’s architecture. Its main purpose is to store
the state of the framework. The state of the framework refers to the dependency models
that have been created and the list of policies that are triggered to be verified. Blackboard
component stores these two pieces of information into the DependencyModels and Worklist
artifacts, respectively. Next two sections discuss these artifacts and the interfaces that the
Blackboard uses, in detail.
Artifacts of the Blackboard
As seen in figure 3.1 the Blackboard component consists of two artifacts, namely the De-
pendencyModels and the Worklist artifact.
The first artifact stores the part of the framework state that refers to the dependency
models. Those dependency models are created from the Modeller component and passed
to the Blackboard as events, through the Event Handler component. There are two types
of dependency models used by the proposed framework, a dependency multi-graph that
models all dependencies, and a dependency tree that models only a subset of all the
potential dependencies (see chapter 4). DependencyModels artifact stores both models,
but only the dependency tree can be populated to other components. The reason behind
this design decision is that Policy Manager component (which cares about the current
set of dependencies that should be verified) will perform verification based on the set
of dependencies that are relevant to the latest software maintenance operation, i.e. only
the dependency tree is needed. However, the dependency multi-graph is stored in the
Blackboard to allow for comprehensive traceability of the framework’s state at each point
in time.
The second artifact is a list of “dependencies” (that will be also called “policies”) that
should be verified in order for the framework to prove the validity of the last performed
software maintenance operation. Those dependencies are practically the edges of the de-
pendency tree stored in the DependencyModels artifact, annotated with specific strategy
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that will guide the verification process (see chapter 5). It is the responsibility of the Policy
Manager to trigger the appropriate verifiers to perform verification of the elements inside
the Worklist.
Interfaces provided by the Blackboard
Blackboard component provides the IUpdateState interface. It is used by the Event Han-
dler component when a new event that should change the state of the framework arises.
Typically, the interface is used when the Modeller generates a new dependency tree from
the dependency multi-graph or when the Policy Manager adds a new, to-be-verified policy
in the Worklist.
3.2.2 Event Handler
This component serves as the intermediate of the other components, along with the Pub-
lishSubscribe component. Its control flow involves the following steps.
1. Collect a new event from other components via the INewEvent provided interface.
2. Log this event into an appropriate storage container or database (handled by the
EventLog artifact).
3. Determine the appropriate recipient of the event, depending on the event’s type.
There are two options here.
(a) The event is a request from a component to subscribe to a specific type of events.
The event should be forwarded to the PublishSubscribe component.
(b) The event relates to the state of the framework. This type of events should be
forwarded to the Blackboard component.
Sub-components of the Event Handler
Event Handler consists of three sub-components, namely Event Collector, PubSub Notifier
and State Updater.
Event Collector is the sub-component responsible for collecting the events generated by
other components and logging them properly, for traceability reasons. This sub-component
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consists of one artifact, the EventLog which represents the logging mechanism used for the
recording of the observed events in the system under maintenance. After logging the event,
this sub-component forwards it to one of the other two sub-components, based on the type
of the event.
PubSub notifier handles case 3a of the aforementioned control flow. It is notified by
the Event Collector sub-component when a request for subscription to a specific type of
events has been received. Subsequently, it forwards this request to the PublishSubscribe
component, using the ISubscribe interface.
StateUpdater is responsible for case 3b of the above control flow. It is notified by
the Event Collector sub-component when an event that changes the state of the frame-
work has been received. It forwards the event to the Blackboard component, through the
IUpdateState interface.
Interfaces provided by the Event Handler
Event Handler component provides the INewEvent interface. This interface is used from
Policy Manager, Modeller and Monitoring Component components of the framework.
Those components can generate events related to a new state of the framework (change in
the dependency models, a new observation about the system under maintenance, a new
policy in the work-list) or events that request their subscription to one of the state update
event types. When one of those three components has a new event to populate, it does
so using the INewEvent interface. Afterwards, the event is logged and transfered to the
appropriate recipient, as described above.
3.2.3 PublishSubscribe
This component handles subscription of other components to events they are interested
into. It receives those subscription request events from the PubSub Notifier sub-component
of the Event Handler. Examples of such request is the subscription of Policy Manager to
monitoring events (from the Monitoring Component) that relate to the verification of
policies in the current work-list. It is clear that the PublishSubscribe component acts
also as a delegate component between the Blackboard component and the three main
components of the system, namely Policy Manager, Monitoring Component and Modeller.
As such a delegate component, it is used to propagate appropriate messages to the three
aforementioned components, when the state of the Blackboard changes.
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It can be argued that subscription types of events are part of the framework’s state
and should be stored inside the Blackboard. However, the current design separates the
concern of the event-driven control flow of the framework from the concern of storing the
framework’s state in a uniform manner. The event-driven control flow is mainly handled
by the Event Handler and PublishSubscribe component, whereas Blackboard is responsible
for interpreting those events into changes of the framework’s state.
Artifacts of PublishSubscribe
PublishSubscribe component consists of one artifact, namely the Subscriptions artifact.
Generally, it can be seen as a mapping between the interested component and the type of
the event this component is interested into. The users of the proposed framework are free
to implement their own data structure that models this mapping.
Interfaces provided by PublishSubscribe
PublishSubscribe component provides two interfaces to communicate with other compo-
nents of the framework:
ISubscribe: This interface facilitates the submission of request events from the Event
Handler component.
IEventMessage: This interface is used from the Blackboard component to propagate
state-changing events to the subscribed components (through the PublishSubscribe
component).
3.2.4 Monitoring Component
This component is responsible for monitoring the system under maintenance and providing
valuable information needed for it. Information needed from the system under mainte-
nance may involve resources usage (network, hard disk, physical memory . . . ), web service
availability (demo calls to web services, polling, ping . . . ) or time/space and reliability
measurements of the system under maintenance (time elapsed, number of failures . . . ).
This information is gathered by a set of sensors controlled by the Monitoring Component
component and encoded into events offered to the other components to the framework.
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Sub-components of Monitoring Component
Monitoring Component consists of a Sensor Container sub-component which is responsi-
ble for handling all the sensors attached to the system under maintenance. Those sensors
can be activated/deactivated based on policies in the current work-list. It is the respon-
sibility of the Sensor Container to handle these activations and deactivations, whereas
Monitoring Component interprets events received from other components and generates
events targeting other components of the framework.
Interfaces provided by Monitoring Component
This component provides only one interface, namely INotifyNewEvent interface. It is the
same interface used by Modeller and Policy Manager components. This interface facilitates
the population of events from these three components to the framework’s state (Blackboard)
or to the subscriptions PublishSubscribe component stores.
3.2.5 Policy Manager
The triggering of appropriate policies and their verification is the responsibility of the
Policy Manager component. The term policy refers to the algorithm/methodology used
to verify or deny the validity of a dependency after a maintenance operation in the system
under maintenance has been performed. The verification of the policy may be subject to
information gathered by the Monitoring Component and is controlled by the dependency
tree model created by the Modeller component (see chapters 4 and 5).
Policy Manager component is not aware of the dependency multi-graph for the system
under maintenance. Instead, it tries to verify the policies of the dependency tree model.
The reason behind this decision is the fact that the dependency multi-graph contains all
the possible relations between software entities of the system under maintenance. But
under a specific maintenance context (e.g. interface compatibility), only one part of those
dependencies can cause problem in the system. The generation of the dependency tree
saves Policy Manager for the effort of checking for every possible relation and allows it to
focus on the important relations, based on the context.
Furthermore, Policy Manager component is interested into two types of events. The
first type is the events that relate to the dependency tree model at a specific point in
time. The second type is the events that relate to information gathered by the Monitoring
Component and can be leveraged to verify or deny policies. It is worth to note that Policy
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Manager will subscribe only to events that relate to the active policies and not to policies
irrelevant to the current state of the verification process.
Sub-components of Policy Manager
Policy Manager encapsulates two sub-components, namely Policy Trigger and Policy Veri-
fier. The first is responsible for triggering the appropriate policies to be verified. Normally,
the set of those policies derives from the dependency tree model produced by the Modeller
component and stored in the Blackboard. The second sub-component is responsible for
verifying or denying the policy, by using information from the sensors of the Monitoring
Component. Policy Manager can instantiate a large number of Policy Verifier objects at
any given point in time. Each Policy Verifier is responsible for a set of policies (that will
be later called strategy). It is the responsibility of the Policy Manager to combine the
intermediate results of each Policy Verifier to the final result. There are two outcomes in
this combination process:
1. All the Policy Verifiers agree upon the result. The final result matches the agreeing
results (if all the verifiers verify, then the final result is verification, if all the verifiers
deny, then the final result is denial).
2. There are controversial results from all the Policy Verifier objects. The Policy Man-
ager flags the final result as controversial and gives a warning to the user of the
framework.
Interfaces provided by the Policy Manager
Policy Manager provides the INotifyNewEvent interface, which is explained in section 3.2.4.
3.2.6 Modeller
The purpose of this component is to model the dependencies of the system under main-
tenance. There are two models used by this framework, a dependency multi-graph and a
dependency tree that derives from the multi-graph. Both models are created once, during
the framework’s initialization. The second one is created when under the assumption of
a specific software maintenance context (e.g. service invocation) so it is a subset of the
first one. The purpose of the dependency tree is to provide a focused view on the po-
tentially troublesome dependencies, given the context of the last maintenance operation.
More information on the two dependency models will be given in chapter 4.
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Sub-components of Modeller
The mission of the Modeller component is to model the multi-graph and generate the
dependency tree from it. Modelling the multi-graph is done by the NodeEditor and Re-
lationEditor sub-components, while generating the dependency tree is done by the Tree-
Generator and TreeAnnotator components.
A multi-graph consists of nodes and parallel edges. Nodes denote specific software
artifacts of the system and edges that connect them denote dependencies between the
nodes. Hence, the multi-graph consists of two sets, G(VG, EG), a set VG of the nodes
(or vertices) and a set EG of edges between them. The process that Modeller follows to
construct these two sets is mentioned below.
1. NodeEditor sub-component reads the appropriate software artifacts (usually high-
level artifacts, such as deployment configuration or SCDL files) of the system under
maintenance and produces a list of nodes. Each node corresponds to each of the
software entities identified in the system under maintenance.
2. RelationEditor sub-component reads the list of nodes created from the previous sub-
component and parses again the software artifacts (usually lower-level now, such as
implementation artifacts) to identify dependencies between the nodes, hence creating
the edges of the multi-graph.
The aforementioned two-step process is general for modelling dependencies and creating
the multi-graph for any type of software system. The user of the framework is free to
specialize the functionality provided by the Modeller to meet the requirements of a software
domain of interest. For the purposes of the current work, chapter 6 depicts a prototype
usage of the proposed framework, for Service Component Architecture software systems.
In the case of SCA systems, the artifacts that Modeller uses can be the contribution zip
files, the configuration of an SCA domain, or a SCDL file, a configuration of a component
who produces or consumes web services. The web services that the SCA system offers or
consumes can play the role of the software entities modelled by the nodes of the multi-graph.
The dependencies that those web services can have with each other (e.g. invocation, data
dependencies) can form the edges of the multi-graph. The process is explained in chapter 6,
in detail.
The third sub-component of the Modeller, TreeGenerator, takes into account only a
specific subset of all the types of dependencies in the multi-graph. Based on the charac-
teristics of those dependencies and the multi-graph, TreeGenerator identifies the related
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nodes and edges and produces the dependency tree model. The exact algorithm is given
in chapter 4.
Last but not least, Modeller invokes the TreeAnnotator component. The dependency
tree produced by the previous component contains conjunctive branches between different
edges. However, based on information at the implementation level, certain branches can
be annotated as disjunctive, as at runtime the verification of a branch might imply that it
is not worth checking the alternative branch. As an example, consider the case where there
is a invocation relationship between a component C1, a component C2 and a component
C3. Let us assume that the first component can call the other two, so there is an edge
between C1 and C2 and one between C1 and C3. TreeGenerator component will model
these two dependencies via a tree where C1 is the parent and has two children, C2 and C3.
The edges will be conjunctive with each other, meaning that the framework must verify
that both invocations from C1 can be made with no problems. Interestingly, if the two
invocations are made into two alternative blocks of code (e.g. C1 calls C2 if a “boolean”
condition is met, or C3 otherwise) then the system can check only the subtree that applies.
This is done when the two branches, and their subsequent sub-trees, have been annotated
as disjunctive by the framework.
TreeAnnotator is the Modeller’s sub-component that transforms certain branches to
disjunctive, based on information from implementation artifacts (source code files). De-
tailed discussion on the Modeller’s modelling algorithms and the trees will be given in
chapter 4.
3.3 Overall Process
Previous sections gave the component diagram of the framework’s architecture, figure 3.1,
and explained the major components and its inner structure. This section will try to shed
light on how the framework works, what is the exact flow of events handled between its
components. An example of the process flow of the framework is illustrated in figure 3.2.
For simplicity, an initial stage where all the components subscribe for particular types of
events is omitted. The process illustrated starts from the moment where the Modeller
models the dependency multi-graph. It is worth to note that each message shown in
figure 3.2 is named after the corresponding interface without the leading ”I” (see figure 3.1).
The messages of sequence diagram 3.2 are explained one by one in the following list.
1. Modeller models the dependency multi-graph and generates a new event captured by
the Event Handler.
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Figure 3.2: Sequence Diagram of the overall process
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2. Event Handler logs the event and forwards it to the Blackboard as a state update.
3. Blackboard stores the dependency multi-graph and notifies the PublishSubscribe com-
ponent of the new event. (No component registers for updates in the multi-graph as
it is stored only for traceability purposes, so no component is notified from Publish-
Subscribe)
4. Modeller generates a dependency tree from the multi-graph created before. This
tree generation is done based on a user-indicated subset of important dependencies.
Modeller notifies Event Handler that a dependency tree is created.
5. Event Handler logs the event and forwards the generated tree to the Blackboard as
a state update.
6. Blackboard forwards the state update to the PublishSubscribe component.
7. PublishSubscribe notifies Monitoring Component that a new tree is generated via the
INotifyNewEvent interface. Monitoring Component will enable all sensors that can
trace changes to the tree’s nodes.
8. PublishSubscribe notifies Policy Manager, as well. Policy Manager requires the infor-
mation of the dependency tree to initialize policies that will be potentially triggered
in the future.
9. Monitoring Component produces a new event that a component of the system under
maintenance has changes (i.e. a node in the dependency tree has changed). Event
Handler receives this new events, logs it and forwards it to the Blackboard as a state
update.
10. Blackboard marks the changed node (the dependency tree nod that corresponds to
the component changed in the software under maintenance) and notifies the Publish-
Subscribe component of the change.
11. PublishSubscribe receives the information that a node has changed and needs to be
verified. For this type of messages, Policy Manager is interested, so a notification
message to that component is prepared.
12. PublishSubscribe sends a new event notification to the Policy Manager component.
The later inspects the node changed and its Policy Trigger sub-component allocates
the appropriate Policy Verifier sub-components along with the appropriate policies.
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13. The information of the policies to be verified is populated from the Policy Manager
via the Event Handler component and the INewEvent interface.
14. As usual, Event Handler component logs the event (the policies to be triggered) and
forwards the state update to the Blackboard. Blackboard adds the policies into the
work-list.
15. Via the IEventMessage interface, PublishSubscribe is notified about the new additions
to the work-list in the Blackboard.
16. PublishSubscribe notifies Monitoring Component about the new additions in the
work-list. Monitoring Component will enable all sensors that will assist in the veri-
fication of the policies in the work-list.
17. This message initiates a loop of messages that will be executed until the final ver-
ification of the maintenance operation. The loop starts with a new event from the
Monitoring Component that updates the framework about information gathered from
its sensors. This event is populated to the Event Handler.
18. Event Handler logs the event and forwards the state update to the Blackboard com-
ponent.
19. Blackboard notifies PublishSubscribe with the new information from the Monitoring
Component’s sensor(s).
20. PublishSubscribe notifies Policy Manager component that new information regarding
the verification of the policies is available. The appropriate Policy Verifier sub-
component will receive the information and try to infer the final result (acceptance
of the maintenance operation). Steps 17-20 will be repeated until information for all
the triggered policies is gathered and a result from Policy Manager is available.
The process will continue with the Policy Manager inferring the results from the Policy
Verifier objects and publishing them to the Blackboard which will remove policies from
the work-list, as appropriate.
As a conclusion, this chapter introduced a blackboard/repository architecture for the
proposed framework and illustrated how this framework works. The major advantage of the
framework is that it provides the foundation for dependency analysis on software systems.
It can be extended to incorporate a diversity of software system types, as long as the
extension provides the appropriate extensions to model the targeted software system with
the dependency multi-graph. Another major advantage of the framework is its separation




This chapter discusses how the proposed framework models dependencies between software
artifacts in modern systems. It stands as an introduction to the next chapter that will
explain how these models are used for analyzing these dependencies with respect to software
maintenance operations.
Software contains dependencies between the entities that it is composed of, regardless
of the size of the source code of an application. Single source code files can demonstrate
dependencies between functions, e.g. using the same variables. Multiple source code file
software projects can demonstrate an even broader range of dependencies, between entities
of different source code files. It is also common for software systems to use configuration
artifacts, such as property files, to fine tune their behaviour. Configuration management
like this can inject even more dependencies into large scale software systems. And, of
course, this is intensified in the case of distributed software systems, such as service oriented
systems or cloud computing applications.
Each and every case of software system can demonstrate a wide variety and diversity
of dependencies between its entities. However, those dependencies can have common prop-
erties and be classified or handled based on those properties. This is the approach of the
current thesis as it tries to model those dependencies by using a common set of properties
and leverage those properties in the analysis of the dependencies during the maintenance
phase. This chapter is organized as follows.
The first section discusses the Dependency Multi-Graph Meta-Model which describes
all the possible dependencies between artifacts of a software system. Next, a Dependency
Tree Meta-Model is described, which contains only the dependencies that are interesting
to analyze when checking for a particular attribute of the software system. For example,
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if the system has to be checked for interface compatibility, then the framework must check
for dependencies that have to do with invocation contracts (such as parameters and return
types) and not with the usage of configuration files. In order to build this specialized
dependency tree from the dependency graph a number of traversal policies are introduced.
Those traversal policies lead to the aforementioned dependency tree by using a generation
algorithm presented in the end of this chapter.
4.1 Dependency Multi-Graph Meta-Model
The first model used by the proposed framework is a Dependency Multi-Graph that tries
to model all types of dependencies that can be found in a software system of interest. Its
nodes (or vertexes) are modelling the software components (or artifacts) of the system
and its edges the relations between them. Therefore, because of the diversity of ways that
components/artifacts can be related/dependent to each other, the multi-graph was selected
as the first dependency model. The difference of a multi-graph from a graph is that two
nodes can be connected with more than one edge of the same direction and it fits the
modelling of the various ways that components can depend with each other in software.
Additionally, each multiple edge will be annotated with the exact relation which models
how exactly the source artifact depends on the target one.
Formally, the multi-graph used in this framework can be defined using three sets
DMG = {NG, EG, RG}, where:
NG : The set of nodes that model the software artifacts/components of interest.
EG : The multi-set of multiple or parallel edges.
RG : The set of relations. Each relation is an annotation to an edge, specifying how the
nodes depend on each other.
This dependency multi-graph is modelled using UML Class diagram, in order for the frame-
work to process it. The Dependency Multi-Graph Meta-Model can be seen in figure 4.1.
The top-level element is the MGraph class which represents the multi-graph. The MGraph
class is composed of a number of objects of the class MGraphElement, as shown by the
composition association between these two entities. The composition means that objects
of the type MGraphElement can exist only as a part of the MGraph class, i.e. multi-graph
elements cannot exist as autonomous entities outside the scope of a multi-graph. The mul-



























Figure 4.1: Dependency Graph Meta-Model
one multi-graph elements, which is an obvious fact. An MGraphElement can be either a
node or a multi-edge, modelled by the MNode and the MMultiEdge classes, respectively.
MNode models a typical node of a graph. In the context of the proposed framework,
this class of objects is used to model software entities that can demonstrate dependencies
between them. For example, MNode can be a function of a source code file, because
functions in a program can depend, for example, on the results of other functions. In
service oriented software systems, MNode can model Web Services that can depend on the
results of other Web Services, potentially hosted in different servers. In general, the nodes
of a multi-graph model software artifacts that are important in software maintenance (i.e.
they can be removed, changed or deleted during a maintenance operation).
MMultiEdge models dependencies of one MNode to numerous other nodes. The purpose
of this class of objects is to model the parallel edges of multi-graphs. In multi-graphs, two
nodes can be connected by multiple edges, and that is why MMultiEdge can have one
source node (sourceNode) and multiple target nodes (targetNode via MMultiEdgeBranch).
The reason behind this design decision is the fact that one software artifact (node) in
modern systems might interact in various ways with another software artifact. As a result,
the two aforementioned artifacts may have more than one type of dependencies with each
other, hence, MMultiEdgeBranch is needed to illustrate this fact.
MMultiEdgeBranch depicts one of the parallel edges of the multi-graph. Its purpose is
to model one of the (possibly) many dependencies that two nodes have with each other.
As a result, it is the element that associates with the appropriate information for the
verification of the validity of the dependency during checking. In the model of figure 4.1,
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Relation is the element which models dependencies between two software artifacts (nodes).
Each MMultiEdgeBranch associates with only one Relation as explained above.
Relation class is the general class that models the possible types of dependencies two
nodes can have. Such dependencies can be invocation, data dependency etc. Generally, the
framework doesn’t have to be aware of the exact type of the dependency or its semantics
for the designer of the system under maintenance. Instead, it has to be aware for a set of
general type of properties those dependencies should have.
These properties are modelled using the RelationProperty class, which can be one of
the following four:
Reflective: This type of Relation models self-dependency that a software component
might demonstrate. A practical example of such a dependency is recursive calls,
where a function invokes itself with another argument. This type of Relation is of
no significant interest during software maintenance (because when a node is changed
it is highly unlikely that it will cause problems to itself) but this RelationProperty
exists in the model for completeness.
Antisymmetric: This type of Relation models directed, “one-way” dependencies. If there
are two components, c1 and c2, and an antisymmetric Relation ra, then if there
is a dependency ra(c1, c2) the dependency ra(c2, c1) cannot exist. The framework
leverages this type of Relation in specifying a one-way verification strategy for the
VerificationPolicy attached to the Relation.
Symmetric: This type of Relation models bidirectional dependencies. If there are two
components, c1 and c2 and a symmetric Relation rs then the existence of the depen-
dency rs(c1, c2) guarantees the existence of the dependency rs(c2, c1). The framework
applies two-way verification strategy for this type of Relation.
Transitive: This is the type of dependency that can be transferred to the target nodes.
If there are two components, c1 and c2 and two dependencies rt(c1, c2) and rt(c2, c3),
then component c1 is dependent to component c3 with the same type of dependency,
i.e. rt(c1, c3). The framework links the verification policies of those type of depen-
dencies, as the next sections will demonstrate.
Figure 4.1 shows and association of the Relation class to objects of the type Verifica-
tionPolicy. These objects are responsible to verify or deny the dependency modelled by
the edge they are attached to. The aforementioned RelationProperty is used by the frame-
work to attach the correct verification strategies that will govern the correct triggering of
VerificationPolicy objects. Those strategies can be seen in the next dependency model.
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4.2 Dependency Tree Meta-Model
Figure 4.2 depicts the Dependency Tree Meta-Model. Its purpose is to model Dependency
Trees that offer a view of the relations between software artifacts given a specific context
during the maintenance phase. Section 4.1 defined the Dependency Multi-Graph as three
sets.
The dependency tree that derives from a dependency multi-graph can be also defined
with three sets DT = {NT , ET , RT}, where NT is the set of nodes, ET is the set of edges
(two nodes can be connected with only one edge now) and RT is the set of relations attached
to each edge. Generally, it can be safely stated that equations (4.1a), (4.1b) and (4.1c)
are all true for every pair of dependency multi-graph and a (derived from it) dependency
tree. It’s worth to note that equations (4.1b) and (4.1c) dictate that the sets of edges and
relations of the tree should not be equal to their counterpart sets of the multi-graph. The
purpose for this decision is that the tree models one portion of the dependencies modelled
by the multi-graph. So, it will include a portion of multi-graph’s EG and RG sets.
NT ⊆ NG (4.1a)
ET ⊂ EG (4.1b)
RT ⊂ RG (4.1c)
The Dependency Tree consists of DTNodes. Each node corresponds to its counter-
part node of the multi-graph. Each node of the tree can be either an AtomicNode or a
CompositeNode. AtomicNodes do not have outgoing edges with any of the interesting de-
pendencies in the multi-graph. On the other hand, CompositeNodes depend on other nodes
of the multi-graph. In figure 4.2 the container design pattern, [34], is used for modelling
the CompositeNode which composes of other (atomic or composite) nodes.
The composition of a DTNode from other DTNodes can have two meanings. The first is
Disjunction and the second is Conjunction. In the first case, the parent DTNode depends
on only one of the children DTNodes at a specific point in time. In the second case it
depends on all the children DTNodes. This disjunction/conjunction dependency of the
parent to its children nodes is modelled via the BranchType class which is realized by the
Disjunction and Conjunction classes.
Similarly to the multi-graph, tree edges can be annotated with VerificationPolicies that
implement the appropriate function to verify or deny the dependency. However, the tree is
used for guiding the process of the verification, and therefore, it must contain the appro-
priate information. This information is modelled in the VerificationPolicyControlStrategy.
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Instances of this class are attached to VerificationPolicy objects. There are three different
types of VerificationPolicyControlStrategy objects, each one corresponding to one of the
RelationProperty found in the aforementioned multi-graph, section 4.1.
Unidirectional: It corresponds to the Antisymmetric type of RelationProperty objects.
This verification strategy checks the directed edge, from the source node to the target
node. This is the reason why it associates with only one VerificationPolicy.
Bidirectional: Its counterpart is the Symmetric RelationProperty. If a dependency is
symmetric, then there are two policies to be checked, bidirectionally from source to
target node and the opposite, in order for symmetric dependency to be verified. As
a result, the corresponding type of strategy is associated with another one Verifi-
cationPolicyControlStrategy object, whose VerificationPolicy object is responsible to
verify the “opposite” relation.
Linked: It serves as the verification strategy for Transitive RelationProperty objects. For
the verification strategy, the policies are linked in a doubly linked list. The reason is
that if a dependency is transitive, then the framework must check all the dependency
edges that relate to the transitive closure of the Transitive relation on the multi-
graph.
More on the verification algorithm and the role that the aforementioned strategies play in
it, will be given in chapter 5.
4.3 Traversal Policies
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show two object classes, RelationProperty and VerificationPolicyCon-
trolStrategy that highly relate with each other. They are used for guiding the generation of
the dependency tree from the multi-graph and guiding the verification process of the poli-
cies, respectively. This section will show how RelationProperty objects guide the traversal
of the multi-graph, in order to produce a dependency tree. Next section will demonstrate
the process by providing the algorithm and discussing examples of dependency tree gener-
ation.
4.3.1 Reflective





































Figure 4.2: Dependency Tree Meta-Model
Definition 4.1 Assuming n1 ∈ NG is the node and rr ∈ RG the reflective relation, then
rr(n1, n1) is true if node n1 depends on itself.
The above case is not important for maintenance operations, as explained before. For the
completeness of verification algorithms, its case is handled as the case of an antisymmetric
relation, presented below.
4.3.2 Antisymmetric
A relation between two nodes is antisymmetric according to the following definition.
Definition 4.2 Assuming n1, n2 ∈ NG, are the nodes and ras(n1, n2) ∈ RG the antisym-
metric relation, then ras(n2, n1) /∈ RG.
The above definition means that only node n1 depends on node n2 and not the opposite.
During the multi-graph’s traversal this means that only the edge e(n1, n2) must be found in
the resulting tree. Moreover, the appropriate verification strategy will be “unidirectional”
from node n1 to node n2. Therefore, when the traversal algorithm visits such an edge in




A relation between two nodes is symmetric according to the following definition.
Definition 4.3 Assuming n1, n2 ∈ NG are the nodes and rs(n1, n2) ∈ RG the symmetric
relation, then rs(n2, n1) ∈ RG.
As a result, when there is a symmetric dependency, if node n1 depends on node n2, then
node n2 depends on node n1, as well. For the graph traversal process, there will be only one
edge es(n1, n2). However, the algorithm will attach a bidirectional verification strategy on
that edge. As a result, the underlying framework will have to check both the dependency
of node n1 on node n2, as well as the opposite dependency. This will be done by using the
two VerificationPolicyControlStrategy objects that should be linked with each other.
4.3.4 Transitive
A relation between two nodes is transitive according to the following definition.
Definition 4.4 Assuming n1, n2, n3 ∈ NG are the nodes and rt(n1, n2), rt(n2, n3) ∈ RG
the transitive relations, then rt(n1, n3) ∈ RG.
Transitive relations depict a more profound dependency. They show dependencies that can
span throughout the different components modelled in the multi-graph. In the verification
context, a transitive relation means that the strategy must cover the full path of edges of
the same transitive relation. As an example, let us consider a set of n1, n2, n3, n4, . . . , nm
nodes, a set of e1, e2, e3, e4, . . . , 3m−1 edges and the transitive relation r
t. The transitive

















In the event that one of the above nodes changes due to a maintenance operation, the
verification strategy should check all the above path of edges, as well as the transitive
closure, in order to verify the validity of the change.
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4.4 Dependency Tree Generation
Previous sections of the present chapter discussed and described the meta-models for the
dependency multi-graph and the dependency tree. As stated previously, the multi-graph
models all the dependencies that nodes of a system can have. The dependency tree allows
for a specific view of those dependencies, with respect to the verification analysis to be
done for the system under maintenance. This chapter describes how the dependency tree
derives from the dependency multi-graph and gives examples of the derivation process.
4.4.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Dependency Tree Generation from Dependency Multi-Graph
Input: MultiGraph g, InitialNode nS, RelationSet relations
Output: Tree t
1: t.add(nS)
2: for all e ∈ nS.getMultiEdges do
3: for all b ∈ e.getBranches, where ((r = b.getRelation) ∈
relations and b.getTarget /∈ visited) do
4: if r.getRelationProperty=(Antisymmetric or Reflective) then
5: t.createEdge(nS, b.target)
6: attachUnidirectionalStrategy(b.getPolicy, nS, b.target)
7: else if r.getRelationProperty=Symmetric then
8: t.createEdge(nS, b.target)
9: attachBidirectionalStrategy(b.getPolicy, nS, b.target)
10: else if r.getRelationProperty=Transitive then
11: t.createEdge(nS, b.target)
12: attachLinkedStrategy(b.getPolicy, nS, b.target)






Algorithm 1 illustrates an abstraction of the process that is followed to generate a
dependency tree from the dependency multi-graph. Input of the algorithm is the multi-
graph, an initial node of it and a set of relations. Output is the generated tree. Essentially,
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the algorithm iterates over all edges of the initial node that are annotated with one of
the relations found in the relations set. If such an edge exists, then a new edge between
the initial node and the target node is created. Function createEdge is responsible for
adding the new edge to the tree, along with the new node. After adding the new node,
a verification strategy is attached to the policy that verifies the edge. As explained in
section 4.3, there are three options in this case.
1. If the relation is Reflective, the attached policy is Unidirectional.
2. If the relation is Antisymmetric, the attached policy is Unidirectional.
3. If the relation is Symmetric, the attached policy is Bidirectional.
4. If the relation is Transitive, the attached policy is Linked.
In case number 4 there is one more step needed. As mentioned in section 4.3 all nodes that
are connected with the target node using the same transitive relation should be taken into
account. As a result, the same algorithm is recursively executed with the same relation set.
Function attachLinkedStrategy assures that if the strategy of the incoming edge to source
node is of type Lined, then the newly formed strategy will be linked to the doubly-linked
list.
Disjunctive Nodes
The Dependency Tree Meta-Model of figure 4.2 contains a feature that algorithm 1 does
not take into account. This feature is the Disjunction or Conjunction BranchType that a
CompositeNode can have in the dependency tree. This feature will assist the framework
to free resources when there is no need to check one of the two subtrees in a disjunctive
CompositeNode, as will be shown in chapter 5. All CompositeNodes created by algorithm 1
are of type Conjunction. TreeAnnotator sub-component of Modeller is responsible to attach
Disjunction nodes, when this is applicable. As an example, assuming one node n1 that
invokes methods offered by two other nodes, n2 and n3. Therefore, node n1 depends on the
other two, via two edges e12(n1, n2) and e13(n1, n3) and one type of relation/dependency,
rinvokes. Also, let us assume that the code in question of node n1 looks like in figure 4.3.
It is clear that at runtime, only one of the dependencies depicted by edges e12 and e13
will be present in the system, based on the value of the boolean expression “b”. In the
above example, algorithm 1 will create node n1 as a CompositeNode with Conjunction









Figure 4.3: Code sample for disjunctive dependency
dependencies are exclusive with each other and change the BranchType to Disjunction.
Figure 4.4a shows the tree as derived from the TreeGenerator and figure 4.4b the tree
after being processed by the TreeAnnotator sub-component. The former sub-component
identifies the two edges as exclusive with each other and creates a helper CompositeNode












(b) Tree after TreeAnno-
tator execution - Disjunc-
tion
Figure 4.4: Conjunction to Disjunction node annotation from TreeAnnotator
In a more complex example, let us examine the case of node n1, when it has the following
relations with nodes n2···7: r1(n1, n2), r2(n1, n3), r2(n1, n4), r3(n1, n5), r3(n1, n6), r3(n1, n7).
Let us assume that multiple instances of relations r2 and r3 are exclusive with each other,
i.e. n1 can depend only on n3 or n4 for r2 and only one of n5, n6, n7 for r3. TreeAnnotator
should create two helper Disjunction nodes, one with nodes n3 and n4 as its children and
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one with nodes n5, n6 and n7 as its children nodes. The two aforementioned helper nodes




























(b) Tree after TreeAnnotator execution - Disjunc-
tion
Figure 4.5: Conjunction to Disjunction node annotation from TreeAnnotator - Complex
Example
Next section will try to explain the aforementioned algorithm 1 by providing examples
of tree generations from multi-graphs.
4.4.2 Tree Generation Examples
This section will try to explain the process of the goal tree generation, by using examples.
First, three examples of simple cases will show how strategies are attached to dependency
tree. Then, complete examples will be given to demonstrate the generation of a tree from
a multi-graph of 10 nodes.
Simple Cases
Antisymmetric Relation. As a first simple example, let us consider a simple software
system that consists of two components, n1 and n2. The two components relate with each
other with the antisymmetric relation r1, r1(n1, n2). The multi-graph for such a system
can be seen in figure 4.6a. The resulting tree can be seen next to it, in figure 4.6b. There is
only one edge from node 1 to node 2. The rectangle named “S1” is the VerificationPolicy-
ControlStrategy object attached to node n1 (which depends on node n2). Additionally, the
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rectangle named “P1” is the VerificationPolicy attached to the aforementioned strategy
object. In this simple case there is only one VerificationPolicy attached to a Unidirectional










Figure 4.6: Multi-Graph and derived tree for system with one antisymmetric relation
Symmetric Relation. As a second example, let us consider the same simple software
system with the two components. The only thing that differs from the previous case is that
the two components are connected with a symmetric relation r2, r2(n1, n2). In this case, the
VerificationPolicyControlStrategy should maintain a link between the “straight” (n1 → n2)
and the “opposite” (n2 → n1) VerificationPolicy objects. The multi-graph and the result-
ing tree in this case are illustrated in figures 4.7a and 4.7b, respectively. It is worth to
note that in the case of symmetric relation there are two VerificationPolicyControlStrategy
objects created, one for node 1 and one for node 2. VerificationPolicyControlStrategy “S1”
that belongs to node 1 associates with VerificationPolicy “P1” which checks the depen-
dency of node 1 on node 2. It also associates with VerificationPolicyControlStrategy “S2”,
whose attached VerificationPolicy “P2” is responsible to check the dependency of node 2
on node 1 (the “opposite”). The exact opposite situation is true for VerificationPolicy-
ControlStrategy “S2” which has VerificationPolicy “P2” as the “straight” one, and “P1”
as the “opposite”. Note: Dotted lines in figure 4.7b depict opposite association between












Figure 4.7: Multi-Graph1 and derived tree for system with one symmetric relation
Transitive Relation. The third simple example involves a system whose components
all relate via a transitive dependency. The system consists of four components that all re-
late with each other with the transitive relation r3, as shown in figure 4.8a. The traversal
of this multi-graph results in the tree shown in figure 4.8b. The notation for this exam-
ple is a little different from the previous figures, because of its complexity. For example,
VerificationPolicyControlStrategy “S12” refers to the dependency that node 1 and node 2
have. Furthermore, links between nodes and policy/strategy objects are not shown, but
each strategy/policy bundle corresponds to the node in the same height in the figure, e.g.
“S13” and “S34” belong to node n3. It is worth noting that there are some VerificationPol-
icyControlStrategy and VerificationPolicy objects like “S13” and “P13” refer to imaginary
edges that can be found in the transitive closure (e.g. node 1 and node 3 are not connected























S14 P14 S24 P24
(b) Tree
Figure 4.8: Multi-Graph and derived tree for system with one transitive relation
Reflective Relation. The forth example involves a software component which has a
dependency on itself. An example of such a dependency is a recursive call. As seen in
figure 4.9a, component 1 has a recursive relation with itself, r4. The tree generated in
this case is similar to the one illustrated in figure 4.9b. The attached VerificationPolicy-
ControlStrategy is Unidirectional and contains the proper VerificationPolicy to check the
recursive call (or the reflective relation, for that matter).
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1 e1:r4
(a) Reflective Relation -
Graph
1 e1:r4S1 P1
(b) Reflective Relation - Tree
Figure 4.9: Multi-Graph and derived tree for system with one reflective relation
Complete Tree Generation Example
Previous section illustrated the simple cases of tree generation when the system contains
only one relation and there are a few (2 or 4) components. This section will provide a
complete example of tree generation from a multi-graph. The setting for this example is
as follows.
Let us assume a hypothetical software system S which consists of ten components,
C1, C2, . . . , C10. The types of dependencies that components of this software system can
have are six and can be found in table 4.1. There are two symmetric relations (r1 and r2),
two transitive relations (r3 and r4) and two antisymmetric relations (r5 and r6). Addition-
ally, the dependency multi-graph for the aforementioned hypothetical software system is
illustrated in figure 4.10.
In this example, algorithm 1 is called with the same multi-graph of figure 4.10, node
n2 and the relation set R = r2, r4, r6 as the input. The output in this case is illustrated in
figure 4.11.
For figure 4.11 only the strategies are presented and the corresponding policies attached
to it are not illustrated, but they exist in the actual model. Each strategy is named after
the source and target node in the multi-graph of figure 4.10 as S{X}−{Y }. For example,
VerificationPolicyControlStrategy named S6−7 refers to the dependency that nodes 6 and
7 have and is modelled with edge e7. If there are more than one VerificationPolicyControl-
Strategy with the same source and target nodes, then a symbol is appended to the name,
for illustrative purposes. This happens with nodes 2 and 6. They relate directly via edge







the second relation is named S2− 6a.
The VerificationPolicyControlStrategy objects are attached to the nodes in the same
“row”. If it is not obvious from the figure, then arrows connect the VerificationPolicy-
ControlStrategy object with the corresponding node. This is done for nodes n7 and n10.



























Figure 4.10: Dependency Multi-Graph for the “complete” example
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of the list, e.g. S2-7, S5-7 and S7-8 they are all part of the Linked VerificationPolicyCon-
trolStrategy list for the transitive closure of relation r4. S5-7 is the “next” VerificationPol-
icyControlStrategy of S2-7, and the “previous” of S7-8 etc.
This example contains examples from all three major categories of relation types be-
tween nodes. VerificationPolicyControlStrategy S6 − 9 is Unidirectional because of the
antisymmetric nature of relation r6. There are two Bidirectional VerificationStrategyCon-
trolPolicy objects, namely S6 − 10 and S10 − 6. The reason for that is the dependency
between nodes n6 and n10 via the edge e12. The relation modelled with this edge is r2 and
according to the table 4.1, relation r2 is symmetric.
Additionally, here is a big linked list of VerificationPolicyControlStrategy objects. This















n10. The aforementioned lined list contains all the implicit and explicit relationships



























S2-8 S5-8 S6-8 S8-10
S2-10 S5-10 S6-10a S7-10
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Chapters 3 and 4 explained how the proposed framework is structured and how it models
dependencies between the artifacts of a software system. This chapter discusses how this
dependency modelling can be leveraged to check consistency of maintenance operations
(artifact update).
Generally the process of the dependency analysis consists of two steps. The first step
is to identify the affected portion of the dependency tree model in the event of a change
in the software system. During this step, the framework decides which policies should be
triggered in order to verify dependencies that are possibly affected by the aforementioned
change. Based on the type of the VerificationPolicyControlStrategy objects of the portion
that is changed, an appropriate number of policies is triggered and put in the work-list.
The second step is to trigger the appropriate sensors or artifacts that have the ability
to verify or deny the policies in the current work-list. In general, this process is handled
by the Policy Manager and the Monitoring Subsystem. Policy Manager guides the process
of the policies verification, while Monitoring Subsystem leverages its sensors to feed the
framework with information that can help the verification process.
This chapter presents the algorithms associated with the aforementioned steps and gives
an example of their execution, based on the hypothetical software system of chapter 4.
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5.1 Dependency Tree Analysis
5.1.1 Policy Triggering
The approach that the framework follows to trigger new policies to be verified is very
simple. As mentioned earlier in this text, nodes of the dependency tree denote artifacts of
the software system and edges dependencies between these artifacts. Upon the update of
one artifact, the framework identifies the node of the dependency tree that was changed.
Afterwards it gathers all its incoming edges, i.e. all the components that depend to it, and
all the VerificationPolicy objects attached to it, i.e. all the dependencies the changed node
has to other nodes/components. For each incoming edge there are three possibilities, based
on the type of the relation that the edge models.
Antisymmetric: When an edge is antisymmetric, then only one policy is triggered, the
one that verifies the dependency between the source and the target node.
Symmetric: When an edge is symmetric, then the verification strategy assures that there
will be two policies triggered, one to check the dependency of the source node to the
target node, and one for the opposite dependency.
Transitive: As mentioned in chapter 4, transitive relations are all linked into one doubly-
linked list of verification strategies. If an incoming or outgoing edge of the changed
node belongs into such a nested strategy, then the full path of the policy ”nest”
should be taken into account during the verification process.
Additionally, the framework triggers all VerificationPolicy objects that are attached to the
node which represents the component that changed. In this case, there is the additional
complexity of the Disjunction helper nodes that are children of the changed node. In such
a case, the framework should perform path selection, in order to choose which Verification-
Policy in a Disjunction to be triggered. Generally, this involves knowledge of the system
at runtime, like variable values. In algorithm 2, function pathSelection is responsible to
choose which VerificationPolicy to be triggered. Algorithm 2 depicts how VerificationPol-
icy objects are inserted into the framework’s work-list, when the component modelled by
node nc, has changed. The algorithm starts by triggering all the VerificationPolicy objects
attached to the node which models the changed component. In this case, if a Verification-
Policy (which is attached on a VerificationPolicyControlStrategy object) is on a Disjunction
helper node, then path selection is performed, to choose which one will be triggered. Oth-
erwise, the attached VerificationPolicy is triggered. Second part of algorithm 2 triggers
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Algorithm 2 Policy Triggering
Input: Tree t, NodeChanged nc
Output: Correct VerificationPolicy Objects are triggered
1: for all VerificationPolicyControlStrategy v ∈ nc.getStrategies() do






8: for all edge e ∈ (nc.incomingEdges) do
9: triggerHelper(e.getSourceNode())
10: end for
all the VerificationPolicy objects attached to parents of the “changed” node. Path selec-
tion in this case is not required, because the correct path is dictated by the “changed”
node. Algorithm 1 shows how triggerHelper function works in triggering the appropriate
VerificationPolicy objects, based on the type of the VerificationPolicyControlStrategy. In
Algorithm 3 Policy Triggering - Helper
Input: VerificationPolicyControlStrategy v
Output: Trigger VerificationPolicy objects
1: if v = Unidirectional then
2: trigger(v.getPolicy())
3: else if v = Bidirectional then
4: trigger(v.getPolicy())
5: trigger(v.getOpposite().getPolicy())
6: else if v = Linked then
7: triggerTransitive(v)
8: end if
case of line 1, only the VerificationPolicy attached to the argument VerificationPolicyCon-
trolStrategy is triggered. In case of a bidirectional VerificationPolicyControlStrategy as in
line 3, then both the VerificationPolicy attached to it and the one attached to the “op-
posite” VerificationPolicyControlStrategy are triggered. Function triggerTransitive, in the
block of line 6, is responsible for identifying and triggering all the policies inside the path of
the linked strategy. In algorithm 4, function trigger(V erificationPolicyControlStrategy)
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Algorithm 4 Transitive Trigger
Input: VerificationPolicyControlStrategy vcontrol( of type “Linked”)
Output: All appropriate policies are triggered
1: vprevious ← vcontrol
2: {Add all previous strategies}
3: while (vcurrent = vprevious.getPrevious) 6= null do
4: trigger(vcurrent)
5: vprevious ← vcurrent
6: end while
7: trigger(vcontrol)
8: vprevious ← vcontrol
9: {Add all next strategies}
10: while (vcurrent = vprevious.getParent) 6= null do
11: trigger(vcurrent)
12: vprevious ← vcontrol
13: end while
is responsible to add the argument policy to the work-list in the blackboard component.
The algorithm has two parts, one traverses all policies backwards until a null “previous”
is found and triggers all the policies found. The second part traverses all the policies for-
wards, triggering all “next” policies. It is worth noting that there should not be duplicates
of the policies in the blackboard’s work-list. This can be guaranteed by using appropriate
data structures that do not allow duplicates.
Policy Triggering Examples
The functionality of the two aforementioned algorithms will be demonstrated by using three
examples all based on the example multi-graph and dependency tree of section 4.4.2. The
multi-graph of that examples is illustrated in figure 4.10 and the derived tree in figure 4.11.
Example 1. For the first example the case of an update of the node 9 will be discussed.
In the event that node 9 changes, the Policy Manager component will trigger the correct
policies using algorithm 2. Node 9 does not depend on other components (no outgoing
edges from it in figure 4.11), but Node 6 depends on it, as modelled by the e15 edge.
Algorithm 2 will take into account the incoming edge to node 9 and it will trigger the
related VerificationPolicy P6-9, that is attached to the VerificationPolicyControlStrategy
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object S6-9. Figure 5.1 show the changed node in red and the triggered policies/strategies
in green. Because relation that relates nodes 6 and 9 is r6 and antisymmetric, the Verifi-
cationPolicyControlStrategy is Unidirectional and the triggered Policy is one.
Example 2. For the second example the case of an update of node 10 will be presented.
Node 10 relates to node 6, as seen by edge e13, via the Symmetric Relation r2. As a result
the VerificationPolicyControlStrategy objects attached to nodes 6 and 10 are Bidirectional
and connected with each other. The update of node 10 will trigger both the Policy objects
attach to the two aforementioned VerificationPolicyControlStrategy objects, as seen in
figure 5.2. The framework will understand that VerificationPolicyControlStrategy S10-6
is Bidirectional and will traverse its “opposite” S6-10. Finally, there will be two Policy
objects triggered, P10-6 for the dependency of 10 on 6 and P6-10 for the dependency of 6
on 10.
Example 3. The third example for this section will demonstrate the case when a node
who relates on other nodes via a Transitive Relation is updated. As figure 5.3 depicts, if
node 5 changes due to a maintenance operation, then the corresponding Policy attached to
the VerificationPolicyControlStrategy object S5-6 must be triggered. This Policy verifies
the relation that node 5 has with node 6 based on edge e12 and Relation r4. Because r4
is Transitive, the corresponding VerificationPolicyControlStrategy is of type Linked. The
framework will traverse all the previous and next VerificationPolicyControlStrategy objects
in the doubly linked list and will trigger all the attached policies. This will guarantee that
there is no transitive dependencies that are not checked upon the update of node’s 5
component.
Example 4. The last example for this section will demonstrate how pathSelection func-
tion works. This example assumes a software system with four nodes, n1, n2, n3 and n4
that relate with each other with relations r1(n1, n2), r2(n1, n3) and r3(n1, n4), where at
each point in time only one of the relations of n1 to nodes n3 and n4 can be active. This
is why the example assumes that relation r2 is an invocation relation and the code of
the component that node n1 models, looks like in figure 5.4. Obviously, this system will
be modelled by a dependency tree where there will be a Disjunctive helper node with
n3 and n4 as its children and this helper node, along with node n2 will be children of the
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(b) Example 4b - Path selection needed
Figure 5.5: Example 4 - Triggering dependencies near Disjunction nodes
Example 4a. In this example, the component that node n4 models, is changed. In
this case, there is no need to select a path, as it is straightforward that the VerificationPolicy
that verifies the relation r2(n1, n4) should be triggered, because this is the relation risky
to cause problem in the system. This is illustrated in figure 5.5a.
Example 4b. In this example, the component that node n1 models, is changed. In
this case, there has to be a path selection. This is why node n1, depending on the runtime
state of the system, depend on either node n3 or n4. Assuming that b = true, then the
VerificationPolicy that refers to the dependency of node n1 on node n3 should be selected.
This is illustrated in figure 5.5b. Of course, the VerificationPolicy that corresponds to the
relation of node n1 on node n2 should be triggered.
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5.1.2 Verifying Triggered Policies
The previous section demonstrated how the framework identifies the correct policies to be
triggered, based on the verification strategies in the dependency tree. This section will
show how these policies are verified by the Policy Verifier sub-component of the Policy
Manager, shown in figure 3.1.
During the tree generation process, each node is attached with a number of Verification-
PolicyControlStrategy and VerificationPolicy objects, based on the types of the Relations
it has with other nodes. Each VerificationPolicy object is responsible for verifying the
dependency of the node to other nodes, i.e. the VerificationPolicy objects attached to each
node verify it’s “outgoing” relations. Modeller component adds the appropriate Verifica-
tionPolicy object during the tree generation phase. Based on the type of the Relation on
which it is attached, the VerificationPolicy object must execute different methodology on
verifying it. As a result, the VerificationPolicy object is designed using the Adapter De-
sign Pattern, [34], as illustrated in 5.6. Each VerificationPolicy object contains a reference
to objects of type PolicyAdaptee, which is the object that actually implements the algo-
rithm/methodology to perform the verification. Upon its initialization using the default
constructor, VerificationPolicy’s “adaptor” reference is bound to a specific PolicyAdaptee
instance which can verify the type of the Relation. When the policy is triggered, the
method performVerification is invoked to deny or verify the dependency. As depicted in
figure 5.6, this invocation actually invokes the performVerification of the PolicyAdaptee
object, therefore the correct verification code is executed. This allows for flexibility in the
framework’s implementation, as the VerificationPolicy object is not obliged to implement
the performVerification method and the actual implementation of the performVerification
method can be changed at runtime, simple by changing the “adaptor” reference in the
appropriate VerificationPolicy object.
The previous paragraph demonstrated the mechanics behind the verification of an in-
dividual VerificationPolicy. The purpose of the present chapter is to present how Policy
Manager component provides the verdict for a node update. Section 5.1.1 already demon-
strated which VerificationPolicy objects are triggered upon the update of a node. During
each update, Policy Manager keeps track which VerificationPolicy objects have been trig-
gered by assigning a key to all VerificationPolicy objects that relate to a specific node
update and instantiating a new Policy Verifier sub-component for each node update. All
the VerificationPolicy objects invoke their performVerification method and the boolean
result is populated to Policy Verifier sub-component. The later sub-component awaits for
all the triggered policies to populate their result. Afterwards, it provides its final verdict






class VerificationPolicy{  
private PolicyAdaptee adaptor; 
 





private boolean performVerification(){  






Figure 5.6: VerificationPolicy Adapter pattern
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more VerificationPolicy return false then the final verdict is that the node change is denied,
otherwise the change is verified.
Although the actual implementation is event-driven, algorithm 5 shows all the logic
behind the verification process of a node’s update. The algorithm’s input is the list of
triggered policies, as constructed by the Policy Trigger sub-component. The result is a
boolean value regarding the verification or denial of the node’s update.
Algorithm 5 Verification
Input: List of triggered VerificationPolicy objects, vplist
Output: Boolean verdict
1: for all VerificationPolicy vp ∈ vplist do






This section will present a complete example of policy triggering and policy verification.
This example assumes the same dependency tree as the examples of section 5.1.1 and that
nodes n5 and n9 are changed. Based on the previous discussion, the triggered policies can
be seen in figure 5.7. The policies triggered as a result of n5 node’s update are painted
in green and those that are affected by the change in node n9, in blue. In this example,
Policy Manager component would have instantiated two Policy Verifier objects, one for
the “green” VerificationPolicy objects and one for the “blue” VerificationPolicy objects.
Policy Verifier named PV1 is assigned for the “green” ones and Policy Verifier named
PV2 is assigned for the “blue” one. If the results of each individual VerificationPolicy
is like the ones stated in table 5.1, then PV1 will output false and deny the change of
node’s n5 component and PV2 will provide verdict true, verifying the change of node’s
n9 component.
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Table 5.1: Results from VerificationPolicy objects of section’s 5.2 example
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This chapter discusses the usage of the proposed framework and methodologies as presented
in chapters 3, 4 and 5, by applying them to a case-study pertaining to a SOA application
and by providing a performance evaluation.
The case study involves a web application designed and implemented using the Service
Component Architecture (SCA) paradigm. This case study will demonstrate how the
components of the framework presented in chapter 3 can be specialized for a specific type
of software systems and how the algorithms presented in chapters 4 and 5 can be leveraged
for dependency analysis in SCA systems.
This chapter will close by providing experimental results on the performance of the
algorithms mentioned in chapters 4 and 5. The results demonstrate that the proposed
methodology of this thesis can be applied in the maintenance phase of real-world applica-
tions.
The first section of this chapter discusses the internal structure and the characteristics
of the system under maintenance, as well as the extensions made to the framework to
incorporate the SCA system. Next section provides the case studies related to the SCA
system under maintenance and the chapter concludes with the performance measurements
for the policy verification algorithms.
6.1 System Under Maintenance
The sample SCA system that was chosen as being the system under maintenance is a
Java Travel Sample application, originally presented in [62], which is a part of the Apache
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Figure 6.1: SCA Tours Travel Sample home page
Tuscany, SCA Java project, [63]. This travel sample application is a web based system
which allows users to search for flights, hotel bookings and car rentals and plan a trip,
either pre-packaged or customized by the user choosing the three aforementioned compo-
nents individually. It features an ‘html’ page where the customer can insert departure
and destination location for the flight. The system searches for available flights with the
specified criteria and proposes packaged trips or customized options to the user. The home
web-page of the sample application is illustrated in figure 6.1, while the SCA design of the
corresponding system is depicted in figure 6.2.
The SCA application consists of 8 composites and 15 components in total. These
composites and components are as follows:
1. fullapp-ui: This composite contains the front-end component of the system. It is
responsible for getting input from the user, initiating the search for the appropriate
trip(s), notifying the user of the search results and managing purchase of trips from
the user. It contains two components, TuscanySCAToursUI and SCATours.
(a) TuscanySCAToursUI is the user’s entry-point to the system, the web-page


































































































































Figure 6.2: Travel Sample SCA design, [62]
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code. This component has three references to the second component of the
fullapp-ui composite, SCATours. Being the front-end, TuscanySCAToursUI
component forwards user’s requests for travel search, travel booking and cart
management to the SCATours component which is responsible to call other
component to perform the three operations.
(b) SCATours is the component with the Java code that implements the logic behind
the user’s requests and data received from the html forms of widget component
TuscanySCAToursUI. It offers the three aforementioned services, by forward-
ing the invocations to the corresponding composite each time. This compo-
nent serves as an intermediate between the presentation of the data to the user
(TuscanySCAToursUI ) and the components and composites that implement the
system’s business logic.
2. fullapp-coordination: This composite contains the appropriate components that
coordinate the process of booking a custom-made or pre-packaged trip for the user,
from search to actual booking. It consists of two components, TravelCatalog and
TripBooking.
(a) TravelCatalog component handles search requests from the user. It provides
one service, TravelCatalogSearch and references five other services. It refer-
ences the search services from TripPartner component (for pre-packaged trips)
and from HotelPartner, CarPartner and FlightPartner components (*Partner
components), for custom-made trips. It also references the CurrencyConverter
service for currency conversion during the display of the trip’s cost.
(b) TripBooking component handles booking requests from the user. It offers one
service, TripBooking, and references the Book services from the four aforemen-
tioned *Partner components, for booking a pre-packaged trip or a user-compiled
trip. It also references the CartUpdates service from ShoppingCart component,
to update the cart of the user with new trip bookings.
3. fullapp-packagedtrip: The composite which is responsible to search and book pre-
packaged trips for the user. It consists of only one component, the TripPartner
component.
(a) TripPartner. The component offers two services, search and book, for users to
search for or book pre-packaged trips, respectively.
4. fullapp-bespoketrip: The composite which is responsible to search and book indi-
vidual parts (flight,hotel,car) of a user-made trip. It consists of three components:
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FlightPartner, HotelPartner and CarPartner. If users do not want a pre-packaged
trip, they use the services offered by this composite’s components to create their trip.
(a) FlightPartner. This component offers search and book services for flights.
(b) HotelPartner. This component offers search and book services for hotel book-
ings.
(c) CarPartner. This component offers search and book services for car rentals.
5. fullapp-currency: This composite is responsible for converting the currency of the
trip packages posted by the two aforementioned composites to the currency requested
by the user. It consists of only one component, the CurrencyConverter component.
(a) CurrencyConverter. This component offers a service with the exact same name.
The service takes an amount of money and converts it from its currency to a
desired currency. The desired currency is configured through the QuoteCurren-
cyCode property of the TravelCatalog component.
6. fullapp-shoppingcart: This composite handles and maintains the shopping cart of
the customer. It consists of the ShoppingCart and the CartStore components.
(a) ShoppingCart is the main component to handle updates, creation or removal
of shopping carts. It offers three services, CartInitialize, CartCheckout and
CartUpdate. The first service is invoked when the user initiates a search for
trips. The second is invoked when the user chooses to purchase the pre-packaged
or custom-made trip and the last one is invoked when there is an update to the
cart (user chose a new trip, removed a trip from the cart etc.). Furthermore,
the component references two services, CartStore to store the shopping cart of
a user and Payment to process the payment for a shopping cart the user wishes
to purchase.
(b) CartStore is a component that stores the shopping cart during the customer’s
browsing through the website. The life-cycle of a shopping cart that is stored in
the CartStore component starts when the user initiates a search for a trip. The
CartStore component follows the updates to the cart as the customer chooses
trips they want to add to the cart or remove from the cart. Finally, the life-cycle
of a shopping cart ends when the user decides to purchase the trips that exist
inside a cart.
7. payment: This composite is responsible for handling payment of the booked trips
from the user. It consists of three components, Payment, CustomerRegistry and
EmailGateway.
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(a) Payment. This component handles payment processing from the customer. It
offers the payment service and references the creditCardPayment service to pro-
cess credit card payments, the CustomerRegistry service to register the user as
a customer and the EmailGateway service to e-mail the invoice to the customer.
(b) CustomerRegistry. This component is responsible to store customer information.
It stores names, e-mail addresses and credit card information for customers of
the SCATours system.
(c) EmailGateway. This component provides one service, the EmailGateway service
which sends e-mails to the customers about the status of their payment(s).
8. creditcard: This composite is responsible for “simulating” the processing of credit
card payments from the customer. It consists of one component, the CreditCardPay-
ment component.
(a) CreditCardPayment. This component offers the CreditCardPayment service
which authorizes or not a credit card payment, based on the information of
the credit card (type, number etc.). It is worth to note that the wiring of this
service with the reference from the Payment component must comply to the
authentication policy, so every communication of sensitive data (credit card) is
done only with legitimate parties.
The aforementioned discussion describes a system of approximately 3.2 KLOC found
in 80 Java classes contained in 40 Java packages (plus a few more written in other pro-
gramming languages, such as html or javascript). It functionality can be summarized
with the next steps:
(a) The user visits the web-site where the SCATours application resides. A cart is
initialized for the user.
(b) The user searches for departure and destination locations for the trip. The
search is forwarded to the TravelCatalog component which in turn forwards the
request to the *Partner components. Via a callback interface, TravelCatalog
informs the two components of the fullapp-ui composite of the results and the
web-page is refreshed.
(c) The user has the opportunity to select either a pre-packaged trip or make a
custom-made trip. When user hits the “book” button, TripBooking updates
the cart with the trips the customer wishes to purchase. The user is presented
with the final price and requested to confirm the purchase (checkout).
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(d) The user can hit the check-out and when it does so the payment is processed, an
e-mail is send to the customer about the purchase, the TripBooking component
books the trip’s elements (by calling the appropriate “Book” services from the
*Partner components) and CartStore component removes the cart. The web-
page is refreshed and ready to get a new order from the customer.
The system that was briefly described above will be used as the system under maintenance
for the proposed framework and the proposed approach of this thesis.
6.2 Case Study - Web Services Dependency Analysis
on SCA Models
This case study views services offered by SCA systems as “first class citizens”. Nodes of the
dependency multi-graph and dependency tree will model services offered by the SCATours
web application, as seen in figure 6.2. The following dependencies between services were
chosen to modelled.
1. Synchronous Invocation, r1. This dependency denotes the case where a service has a
reference to another service and invokes the other service synchronously via a specific
interface. It is a transitive dependency. The VerificationPolicy objects that verify
this kind of dependencies checks the interface that the called method implements,
versus the actual call statement in the callee service (number and type of parameters,
type of result).
2. Asynchronous Invocation, r2. This dependency denotes the case where a service calls
asynchronously another service and implements a specific callback interface in order
to receive the result in the future. It is a transitive and symmetric dependency
(two strategies will be created for this type of dependencies). The VerificationPolicy
objects that verify this kind of dependencies will check the interface and the callback
interface as described for the r1 type of dependencies.
3. Binding, r3. This dependency denotes the binding of two services with each other. It
means if the protocol, address and port of two wired services match. For example, if
service s1 uses service s2, then service s1 should use the protocol service b implements
for receiving messages and know the address and port where s2 can be reached at.





























Figure 6.3: Relations for Case Study
4. Policy Requirement, r4. This dependency models the case where a service requires
a specific SCA policy intent to be applied to the communication channel. This
is the case of the Payment service that requires authentication of messages. This
dependency is antisymmetric.
Those dependencies all extend the general Relation class defined in chapter 4. Figure 6.3
illustrates how this extension happens. SyncInvoke relation refers to the transitive relation
r1 and AsyncInvoke refers to relation r2. Those two relations associate with a ServiceIn-
terface object. The semantics of this object are straightforward, as it models the return
type and number of methods and parameters used for the invocation of a web service from
another. It is the information that will be passed to the VerificationPolicy objects after
the generation of the tree, in order to check the invocation dependencies. ServiceWiring
refers to r3 type of relations. As it checks for wiring of the services, it maintains the
information of URL Address and port where a service can be reached. This information
is used also for checking the service wiring by VerificationPolicy objects. Finally, Poli-
cyIntent refers to r4 type of relations and the associated Intent object keeps the name
of the required intent (also to be checked by the VerificationPolicy objects). For these
dependencies to be identified, the Modeller component of the framework must read the




















Figure 6.4: Excerpt from the composite xml file of fullapp-coordination
the appropriate information from them. During the generation of the tree, the Modeller
component must read implementation information to attach the appropriate policies to
each node of the dependency tree. For example, in figure 6.4 an excerpt from the SCDL
file of fullapp-coordination composite is shown. It features the TravelCatalog component
and the TravelCatalogSearch service it offers. Furthermore it has a reference to the ho-
telSearch service with a web service binding to it and a callback interface, showing that
the invocation is asynchronous. The corresponding multi-graph will contain two edges
from node “TravelCatalogSearch” to node “HotelPartner/Search”, one edge modelling the
r2 dependency between these elements and one modelling the r3. The multi-graph of the
system with respect to the four aforementioned relations between web services can be seen
in figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7. The separation of the multi-graph was done for illustration
purposes. In figure 6.5 we can see that all search requests are asynchronous and the called
services use a callback interface to communicate the results back to the callee. Another
significant example is service Payment in figure 6.7 which requires authentication policy to
be applied and that is the reason why CartCheckout service and Payment service also de-
pend via a r4 relation. It is worth noting that although two nodes are connected only with
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one line in these figures, they are actually multiple/parallel edges. To clarify this, let us
consider the Payment and CreditCardPayment services in figure 6.7. Although it appears
that two edges connect these two edges, the fact is that there are three edges that connect
those two services, each one for one relation from r1, r3 and r4. In the figure they appear






























Figure 6.6: Multi-Graph for Case Study (2 of 3)
There are three interesting dependency trees that can be generated from the aforemen-
tioned multi-graph. The first tree relates to relations r1 and r2 and can be used to guide
























Figure 6.7: Multi-Graph for Case Study (3 of 3)
relates to relation r3 and can be used to check the wiring and binding of the web services
with each other. Finally, the third tree takes into account relation r4 and involves only the
nodes corresponding to services Payment and CreditCardPayment.
6.2.1 Invocation/Interface Dependency Process and Analysis
Process
In order for the framework to facilitate in dependency checking for web services the fol-
lowing process is followed:
1. Modeller component reads SCDL xml files and identifies dependencies between SCA
services offered by different components, allowing it to create the dependency multi-
graph.
2. Modeller generates the dependency tree based on the set of the aforementioned syn-
chronous and asynchronous invocation relations, r1 and r2.
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3. Tree Annotator annotates disjunction nodes, as explained before.
4. Upon the change of an SCA component, the framework has to identify the list of
services that belong to it, in order to pinpoint the nodes that are changed from the
dependency tree and execute the algorithms mentioned in chapter 5. This process
can be seen in algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Identification of the changed SCA service nodes
Input: componentChanged: SCA Component
Output: Nodes corresponding to the change, n
1: serviceList = componentChanged.getServices()
2: n = new list of nodes





Taking into account only relations r1 and r2 from the aforementioned multi-graph, one
can check for invocation dependencies between web services, as the latter evolve through
maintenance procedures. For demonstrating this aspect of the case study, let us consider
the part of the SCA system that provides the functionality of searching and booking for
the trip. The two parts of the derived dependency tree with respect to this functionality
are illustrated in figures 6.8 and 6.9. Those two trees can be used by the framework to
guide the verification policy in the event that a component (and its offered services) gets
updated during the maintenance phase of SCA Travel Sample.
In figure 6.9, there is a Disjunction node, because each point in time the system cannot
book both a pre-packaged trip and a user tailor-made trip. The invocation of the book
service in TripPartner component and any of the book service in the other *Partner com-
ponents is done in different blocks of code and that is why the dependency tree of this
figure has this specific layout. Each node in the trees of figures 6.8 and 6.9 is attached with
two strategies, one for the transitive property of r2 and the other for the symmetric part
of it. As a result, when the component that offers a service gets updated, the strategies
that relate to all the search calls through the system, as well as the callback interface
















Figure 6.8: Dependency tree for relations r1 and r2 of case study - (1 of 2)
component update is algorithm 6. For the component that is changed, the algorithm gets
all the services offered by it. Consequently, it identifies the node in the tree that each of
these services belong. It returns this list of nodes and the strategies of the nodes in the
returned list are triggered using the algorithm presented in chapter 5.
For example, if TravelCatalog component gets updated, then the framework matches
this update with the update of node TravelCatalogSearch, because this service is of-
fered by the aforementioned component. Based on the discussion of chapter 5, in the
event of an update of TravelCatalog component, the transitive closure of the paths SCA-
ToursSearch → TravelCatalog → *Partner/Search will be taken into account, along with
the dependency TravelCatalog → CurrencyConverter and the “opposite” dependencies
*Partner/Search → TravelCatalog.
6.2.2 SCA Policy dependencies analysis
As discussed earlier in this chapter, Payment service has to provide “authentication” of
the outgoing messages, because CreditCardPayment service requires it to protect sensitive
data of credit cards for the users. An excerpt from the composite xml file of the credticard
composite that shows this requirements can be seen in figure 6.10. This composite file de-
fines the creditcard composite with its internal CreditCardPayment component, as shown in
figure 6.2. The CreditCardPayment component offers one service, namely the CreditCard-
Payment and as seen in figure 6.10 it requires the“ authentication” intent. This service is
referenced by the Payment service of the Payment component. Therefore, the Payment
component should provide authenticated outgoing messages. This relation between the
two services is modelled via the r4 relation presented earlier in the present text.













Figure 6.9: Dependency tree for relations r1 and r2 of case study - (2 of 2)
with respect to relation r4 can be seen in figure 6.11. The dependency tree contains only
two nodes, the Payment and CreditCardPayment. The edge that connects them in this
case models only the relation r4. The VerificationPolicy objects that will be attached to
node Payment will have the responsibility to check whether the node Payment conforms
to the policy intent requirements of CreditCardPayment.
6.3 Performance
The previous sections outlined how the framework can be specialized and used for the
analysis of numerous dependencies SCA artifacts in a medium-range SOA application can
demonstrate. This section presents performance data obtained during experimentation
with the code that implements the algorithms presented in chapter 5. The reason behind
the decision of choosing those algorithms is their importance for the framework’s func-
tionality and the frequency that they are executed compared to the other functions of
the framework. It is obvious that the policy triggering and policy verification algorithms
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Figure 6.11: Tree derived for Case Study I, with respect to r4
during the framework’s lifetime. This is true as the multi-graph generation algorithms and
the dependency tree generation algorithm will be executed once, during the framework’s
initialization and in rare cases where a change to those two models needs to be done (e.g.
when the user of the framework wishes to take more dependency types into account).
6.3.1 Experimentation process and results
Using a set of randomly generated dependency trees we measured the performance of the
verification algorithm, in order to calculate the overhead it adds to the classic tree traversal
algorithms. A number of trees of various complexities were generated. Two parameters
were taken into account for generating the dependency trees: (a) number of nodes and
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(b) number of strategies/policies attached per node. Those two factors are the important
ones that affect the system’s performance during policy triggering and verification. In the
simulation that took place, all the strategies/policies attached to all the nodes of the tree
were triggered and requested verification. In order to simulate the worst case scenario
for the framework’s performance, the strategies and policies were manufactured to always
return “true”, therefore the process of policy verification did not stop in the middle of
the tree’s strategies/policies to pinpoint a faulty dependency, but rather went through all
of them, that is the worst case scenario.
Figure 6.12 presents the graph of the time taken (in milliseconds) to verify all the
policies, versus the number of nodes in the tree. The figure contains four graphs, based
on the policies attached to each node for every simulation ran. The simulation ran for
dependency trees of 10 to 1000 nodes and 5, 10, 50, 100 policies attached per node. The
data from the simulation prove that the proposed approach can be used for dependency
verification in medium to large scale systems. The obtained data indicate that it takes less
than 10 seconds to complete the verification process for trees with up to 1000 nodes and 10
strategies/policies attached per node (approximately 10000 policies). This is a promising
result that the framework can work with much more complex SOA systems. The only
discouraging result is a “spike” in the case of 100 policies per node in a tree of 1000
nodes. This scenario involves 100000 policies to be triggered and verified which forces the
framework to allocate a huge amount of memory and use swap space heavily. Generally, the
complexity of the algorithm grows with the number of nodes in the tree and even more with
the number of policies attached to the nodes. Therefore, the proposed approach cannot be
used in a fine-grained manner (i.e. the trees cannot be abstract syntax trees where each
node is a program statement in Java), but it is applicable for interface compatibility and
configuration management analysis in modern, real-world web applications.
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This thesis presented a methodology and a supporting framework to leverage component
dependency modelling as well as, system relation properties to guide the verification process
during the maintenance phase of a software application. Work found in the technical
literature reveals that components in large software systems can demonstrate a vast number
and type of dependencies with each other, yet those dependencies are usually modelled
uniformly. The proposed approach is to maintain two dependency models for the system,
a dependency multi-graph and a dependency tree. The former is used to model all types
of dependencies that software components in a system can have with each other. The
latter is a subset of the former and takes into account only types of dependencies that are
relevant in a specific software maintenance context, e.g. there is no need to check for data
dependencies when someone changed only the interface of a component. Based on this
concept, the thesis was founded in three pillars.
First, a generic architecture framework to incorporate the modelling and verification
algorithms was proposed. The architecture is hybrid, using elements from the Pub-
lish/Subscribe and Blackboard architectural styles. All the components of the framework
were designed to be as much independent as the framework’s functionality dictated. A
Blackboard component contains the two dependency models and the information on which
policies are triggered for verification. Other components can poll Blackboard to learn about
the state of the verification process and/or retrieve information from the dependency mod-
els. A PublishSubscribe component is used for components to subscribe to specific types
of events and to notify those components when such an event occurs. An EventHandler
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component manages logging and recording of the events occurred in the system under
maintenance or in the framework. A PolicyManager component manages the verification
process and the triggering of specific policies in the context of a specific maintenance op-
eration in the system under maintenance. A Monitoring component is proposed last, to
facilitate information harvesting from the system under maintenance.
Second, the thesis presented two dependency models, namely the dependency multi-
graph model and the dependency tree model. The former is used to represent every possible
type of dependency that components of a specific type of software system can demonstrate.
For example, in an SCA application, the multi-graph might contain dependencies caused
by invocations of services from other services, by wiring the services together or by the
requirements in authentication or security in messages exchanged between services. The
dependency tree, on the other hand, reflects one view of the multi-graph and contains
only a specific set of relations that are relative to one type of dependency analysis to be
performed in the system under maintenance. For example, interface compatibility analysis
in the aforementioned system relates only to the first two types of dependencies and not
on the third one. Furthermore, an algorithm for generating dependency tree(s) from the
dependency multi-graph was presented, along with examples to illustrate its functionality.
Third, the thesis presented a methodology to trigger specific policies and verify confor-
mance with the corresponding dependencies, when a software system undergoes mainte-
nance operation. More specifically, in the event of an update or a change in a specific com-
ponent of the system, the algorithms presented can pinpoint the exact node that changed
in the two dependency models. Based on the verification policies attached to the nodes
of the tree and the types of the relations involved (transitive, symmetric, antisymmet-
ric, reflective), an algorithm to trigger the appropriate verification policies is proposed.
Consequently, the verification process is presented, up to the point where PolicyManager
component deducts the final “verdict” for the update operation.
Finally, the proposed approach has been evaluated for its performance and tractability.
First, the reference architecture was extended to accommodate all the necessary algorithms
and artifacts needed to perform dependency checking in the medium scale SCA system,
SCA Travel Sample. The former was checked for consistency of dependencies between
its web services and deployment configuration artifacts, during maintenance phase. The
complete process to adapt the framework and its underlying concepts to the case of SCA
systems was presented, along with the concrete example of the SCA Travel Sample. Ad-
ditionally, a simulation took place to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach
in systems with complexity of up to a thousand services and a few hundred components.
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7.2 Conclusion
As a conclusion, the proposed approach showed that it is possible to maintain a “global-
view” of a wide-spectrum of dependency types among the components of a system, while
having the ability to extract only a subset of this “global-view” and perform dependency
checks during the maintenance phase. Being able to maintain a “global-view” model of
the system is quite important, as it enhances software comprehension and reduces the
time that developers or designers have to consume in understanding dependencies in large
software systems that consist of thousands of lines of code. However, dependency checking
requires detailed information on how the software code works. The proposed work is a step
toward this.
Additionally, the proposed approach demonstrated how the knowledge of generic types
of relations (symmetric, transitive . . . ) can assist in preparing governing strategies for
the dependency verification process. The proposed approach combines the aforementioned
dependency models with a generic methodology to trigger dependency verification policies,
based on characteristics of dependencies that are not tied to a specific platform, technology,
programming language or type of software system under maintenance.
Furthermore, this thesis demonstrated how the framework can be specialized in order
to incorporate all the appropriate information needed for the verification process in the
case of SOA applications that are designed and developed under the SCA paradigm. The
basic framework was enhanced by an identification process (algorithm 6) to allow for the
population of a list of nodes corresponding to the changed SCA components. The proposed
framework is independent of such a selection process. This case study showed that the
proposed approach can function for specific type of software systems, with some effort
from experts in those types of systems.
Finally, the proposed approach can be used from software designers or developers that
require a system which provides “global-view” of the dependencies and has the ability to
guide the software verification process, or by software maintainers to perform “what-if”
analysis when a software maintenance induced change is planned or applied. The sole
requirement needed from the stakeholders of this approach is to substantiate the types
of relations that can exist in their software systems of interest and provide the appropri-




As mentioned in chapter 6 there are some limitations in this proposed approach. The major
one is the combined number of nodes and policies the framework can handle. Figure 6.12
show that there is a “spike” in the performance of the triggering and verification of 100
policies per node and 1000 nodes. The implication of this result is that the approach would
be impractical to be used in a fine-grained level, for example where the dependency models
will try to model program statements as nodes of the multi-graph or the tree. Nevertheless,
in a more coarse-grained level, where the two dependency models will encode large software
components, the approach works fine and it is safe to state that it performs well.
Another limitation of the system is that it requires the user of the framework to extend
the “relation” class of objects in order for it to perform the identification and verification
process. Regardless the fact that this approach makes the framework much more ex-
pendable and ready to accommodate specific types of software systems, a list of common,
well-known and generic relation types could be given in advance, along with the relation
properties (symmetric, antisymmetric, transitive . . . ) they have.
7.3 Future Work
There are different avenues this work can be improved or extended in the future.
First, one can extend the breadth of types of relations being considered, as well as
the scope of the analysis of such relations. In modern systems, there are also ways that
dependency types can interact with each other. For example the existence of one type
of dependency between two components might exclude the existence of another type of
dependency between the two same nodes. One type of dependencies might imply the
existence of another type of dependencies. Research on this area might extend the current
framework and its policy verification properties.
In the governance of the policy verification, a number of reasoning tools can be leveraged
for identifying the policies to be triggered and verifying the triggered policies. Such tools
might involve SAT solvers, caching of previous results for performance improvement and
using program slicing techniques to identify verification work-flows that can be executed
in parallel.
Finally, in the area of systems and tooling, effort can be put into integrating the afore-
mentioned framework and its extension for SCA systems to existing SCA runtimes such
as Apache Tuscany, OW2 Frascati and fabric3. Work that would extend the framework
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into software paradigms such as Cloud Computing can be of significant value for providing
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